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NFL Draft 2017 Poll - Which Team had the best 2017 NFL Draft class? 
               Fans response to www.draftinsiders.com  poll from May thru June 2017

 

Titans    14%  Vikings 9%   

Browns  13%   Bills 9% 

Jaguars 12%  Giants 9% 

Bengals 10%   Saints 8%  

Ravens   9%  Texans 7%  

    

NFL Draft Facts  
As expected, Michigan and Alabama dominated the draft class with 11 and 10 players taken in the 

seven rounds. Alabama had 7 of the first 55 selections and 9 of the top 80 picks. They had 4 first round 

selections, though none in the top 15 picks. Michigan had the most with 11 choices, though many were late 

in the process 

Oregon did not have a player drafted for the first time in 40 years. Other highly regarded programs 

Penn St, Texas, Georgia and Nebraska had only 1 player drafted over the seven rounds. 

Power 5 conferences accounting for over 70% of all picks this year. The lower levels had 21 players 

chosen over 7 rounds. The highest selected non-FBS player taken this year was Ashland TE Adam Shaheen 

who was selected 45th overall by the Bears. Villanova DE Tanoh Kpassagnon was taken later in the 2nd 

round by the Chiefs. 

 

   Players Chosen by Conference                                                    

        SEC: 53            MAC: 12

 ACC: 43    CUSA: 9 

             Pac 12: 36    MWC: 8 

 Big Ten: 35    Sun Belt: 5 

   AAC: 15  Notre Dame 2 

Big12: 14  BYU: 1 

 

     Players Chosen by School                                                    

Michigan 11   Texas A&M 5 

Alabama 10   USC 5 

Miami, Fl. 9   Washington 5 

Florida 8   UCLA 5 

LSU 8    Pittsburgh 5 

Utah 8    Texas A&M 5 

Ohio State 7   Colorado 4 

Tennessee 6   Florida State 4 

Clemson 6   Oklahoma 4 

North Carolina 6  Iowa 4  

Virginia Tech 4   Auburn 4 

Ole Miss 4   

http://www.drafti/
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National Conference 
Arizona Cardinals - 7-8-1 - Head Coach Bruce Arians - 5th Year  

The Cardinals focused on their defense in the early 

rounds and landed two highly developed prospects. Both LB 

Haason Reddick and DB Budda Baker carry early starting 

grades. Reddick was one of the hottest prospects through the 

postseason and moved in to the early part of the first round off 

his fast development and impact in a 3-4 scheme. He is a 

versatile defender who fits either front and can play both outside 

and inside. He was an excellent addition and will challenge for a 

starting job immediately with a good chance of winning a key role. He is highly talented athlete who can be a 

cornerstone defender here. Safety Budda Baker is a versatile defender who can line up at a few spots in the 

secondary including the nickel corner role. The Cards moved up in the 2
nd

 round to select him to address their 

aging and injury prone secondary. Baker figures in their secondary rotation immediately and gives them a versatile 

starting FS at a pressing need area. They addressed their wide receiving unit with the addition of small college 

wideout Chad Williams. Though a reach in the top 100 selections, Williams possesses the size, speed and the 

agility to develop into a starting receiver, but a risky top 100 selection who needs time to learn the finer points of the 

position. He is an aggressive pass catcher who impressed the Cards at the Senior Bowl. On the 4
th
 and 5

th
 rounds, 

they added OG Dorian Johnson and RT/OG Will Holden, the second year in a row they added two OL in those 

rounds. Johnson will press for the starting guard job in camp and could the role outright with a good showing. He 

was a solid addition. Holden is a developmental tackle/guard who can be the swing tackle/guard here. He has the 

tools to warrant a long look here and eventually win a starting job. With their other 5
th
 round selection, they added 

running back, TJ Logan, a versatile back who can win a roster spot and compete for a 3rd down role, in addition to 

kickoff return duties. He carries an early starting grade as a kickoff returner where he can carve a niche. The Cards 

are impressed with his speed and instincts for a few roles. Good late value.                       Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Cards biggest offseason acquisition was veteran PK Phil Dawson who can 

be a difference in close games. They also added LBers Jarvis Jones and Karlos Dansby and both could start. 

Safety Antoine Bethea is a savvy defender who helps this secondary. He replaces departed vets Tony Jefferson 

and DJ Swearinger. They lost Pro Bowl DE Calais Campbell which leaves a huge hole. They lost LBers Kevin 

Minter and Sio Moore, though top pick Haason Reddick is expected to add impact day one in this scheme. They 

lost veteran starters, guard Earl Watford and CB Marcus Cooper. Rookie UDFA with the best chance to impress in 

camp, WR Krishawn Hogan, TE Ricky Seals-Jones, CB Sojourn Shelton and OT Jonathan McLaughlin. Others 

rookies include, QB Trevor Knight, WR Carlton Agudosi, RB James Summers, WR Larry Clark, TE Steven 

Wroblewski, C Lucas Crowley, DT Pasoni Tasini and LB Mikey Bart, LB Tre’Von Johnson, CB Ryan Lewis, S Ironhead 

Gallon, CB Gump Hayes, S Drico Johnson and S Cyril Noland-Lewis.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Cards look to return to the top of the NFC West under HC Bruce Arians after a 

disappointing 7-8-1 season. This may be the last hooray for veterans QB Carson Palmer and WR Larry Fitzgerald.  

Palmer relies on good protection, though the front line faltered in big spots. LT Jared Veldheer moves to the rightside 

in camp to open LT for young tackle DJ Humphries. They must improve as a unit. They rely on young RB David 

Johnson to carry the load weekly and set the pace for a balanced attack. Their improved underrated defense will miss 

DE Calais Campbell, but expects big things from young vet edge rusher Chandler Jones and former #1 pick, Robert 

Nkemdiche. Jones looks to pressure the edge and rely on Robert Nkemdiche to provide an interior penetration. 

The Cards’ secondary will have a key new starter in Antoine Betha. The secondary depends on shutdown corner 

Patrick Peterson to set the pace. Backer/safety Deone Buccanon is a tough versatile run stuffer and provides 

leadership. Defender Tyrann Mathieu can be the difference if right. He recovered from his second ACL injury and 

provides impact and leadership when healthy. The Cardinals are one of the favorites in the NFC with the roster to take 

the next step. They need the defensive to make more big plays om the absence of DE Campbell They also must 

protect immobile Carson Palmer especially in big game situations to balance the impact of feature back David 

Johnson. The window is slowing closing here and maybe their last push for the Super Bowl.   

 

Atlanta Falcons - 11-5 - Head Coach Dan Quinn - 3rd Year   
 The Falcons continued to address their defense in the early rounds. They chose LB/DE Takk McKinley to 

compliment Vic Beasley as an edge rusher. He is coming off a monster 2016 season, though also some injury 

concerns.  They hope he provides impact as an edge defender to assist Beasley. Good fit here, though needs to 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (13) Haason Reddick, LB - Temple 

2 (36) Budda Baker, S - Washington 

3 (98) Chad Williams, WR - Grambling St 

4 (115) Dorian Johnson, OG - Pittsburgh 

5 (157) Will Holden, OT - Vanderbilt 

5 (179) T.J. Logan, RB - North Carolina 

6 (208) Rudy Ford, s, Auburn 
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learn a lot about the Falcons front and capable of playing up 

and down. They addressed the defense with three of their first 

four picks again with an emphasis on speed. On the 3rd 

round, they added linebacker Duke Riley, hoping he 

duplicates former LSU backer Deion Jones’s rookie season. 

Riley is a similar defender, though not as fast. He is a 

versatile hitter who came on strong over the 2016 season 

after Jones departed. He figures to press for immediate time 

in packages and is an eventual three down defender with 

speed and hitting power. He was a slight reach here though fair value for this unit. On the 4th round, they selected 

OL Sean Harlow, a developed versatile blocker who they hope fills a void on the right side, especially inside. He 

needs time to refine his skills, but does have nice upside especially when he settles into the guard role. He was fine 

value at the 136th overall pick. On the 5th round, they added CB Damontae Kazee, RB Brian Hill and TE Eric 

Saubert. Kazee is a fast cover defender with a nice level of development. He has fine speed, quickness and 

instincts to surprise here. He carries a starting grade in time and will compete for the nickel corner role in this camp. 

He was outstanding value on the 3rd day at the 149
th
 selection. He could excel in coverage where his ball skills are 

highly developed and he was one of the better late selections in the entire draft.  RB Hill is a big tough downhill 

runner who figures to win a roster spot. He needs work at a receiver and blocker to earn time in this deep talented 

backfield. TE Saubert is an agile athlete who is a quality receiver. He has athleticism and speed to be a factor in 

multiple sets in time with his primary role as a flex or H-back performer. He was a good late gamble in this draft with 

definite upside to make this roster if he has a good preseason. He has the talent to push for time in three and four 

wideout sets with the talent to surprise if he shows critical development over time.          Grade: C  

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Falcons had little room in their salary cap this offseason after a few big key 

additions last year. They focused adding mainly a few veterans like DT Dontari Poe, WR Andre Roberts and DE 

Jack Crawford to fill key backup situational roles. Poe gives them a top nose for their 3-4 defense, though he must 

prove durable and plays more effective snaps.  They let veteran DL Dwight Freeney, Tyon Jackson, LBers Sean 

Weatherspoon and Phillip Wheeler leave in FA. HC Dan Quinn wants reliable veterans to improve his defense 

further. They added average rookie UDFAs this year with QB Alek Torgersen, C Travis Averill, OT Dan Brunskill, OT 

Andreas Knappe, OT Robert Leff, OT Wil Freeman, WR Deante Burton, C Cam Keizur, FB Tyler Renew, WR Josh 

Magee, DE Darius English, CB Jarnor Jones, DE J’terius Jones, S Quincy Mauger, S Jordan Moore, DE Chris Odom, 

CB Taylor Reynolds, LB Jermaine Grace, LB Christian Tago, S Deron Washington and S Marcelis Branch. 

Training Camp Objectives:  The Falcons hope to build on their Super Bowl loss last year under HC Dan Quinn. QB 

Matt Ryan had an MVP season in 2016 and needs to repeat it for this club to win the NFC South again. The potent 

ground game ranks among the best in the league. Young runners Devonta Freeman and Tevin Coleman are a 

dangerous tandem. They look for the offensive line to improve further with experience as a unit. They rely on veteran 

wideout Julio Jones to pressure the defense and vet Mohamed Sanu is a fine compliment. The Falcons’ defense 

faltered late in the Super Bowl meltdown and was again the early focus in the NFL Draft. They hope new additions, LB 

Tak McKinley and Duke Riley give the package defenses a much-needed boost. LB Deion Jones was a boost last 

season and will play an even bigger role this season, as will safety Keanu Neal. Talented LB Vic Beasley is a 

difference maker who benefits from the addition of McKinley. This club needs to improve further to event win the South 

where each club improved more this offseason to make it one of the best and most competitive divisions in the league. 

They must protect Matt Ryan and the defense must show it is over the collapse in the Super Bowl. 

  

Carolina Panthers – 6-10 - Head Coach Ron Rivera - 7th Year   

The Panthers held a top ten pick for the first time in 

years and wanted to land an impact offensive weapon to help 

QB Cam Newton. They retained the #8 selection and chose 

RB Christian McCaffrey, a versatile playmaker. He will press 

for time in a few roles especially sharing feature back spot 

with veteran Jonathan Stewart. McCaffrey can win inside and 

outside with breakaway speed and fine natural cutting skills. 

He gives them a missing dimension with his speed and 

natural pass catching ability to win the 3
rd

 down role. He is 

also a top-flight return specialist who can break open games 

as either a kickoff or punt returner. He was a fine addition and can be a difference maker reach here. GM Dave 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (26) Takkarist McKinley, DE/OLB - UCLA 

3 (75) Duke Riley, LB - LSU 

4 (136) Sean Harlow, OL - Oregon St 

5 (149) Damontae Kazee, CB - San Diego St 

5 (156) Brian Hill, RB - Wyoming 

5 (174) Eric Saubert, TE - Drake 
 

 

 

 

 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (8) Christian McCaffrey, RB - Stanford 

2 (40) Curtis Samuel, WR/RB - Ohio St 

2 (64) Taylor Moton, OL - Western Michigan 

3 (77) Daeshon Hall, DE - Texas A&M 

5 (152) Corn Elder, CB - Miami 

6 (192) Alexander Armah, TE - West Georgia 

7 (233) Harrison Butker, PK - Georgia Tech 
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Gettleman was not done on adding playmakers. With their two #2 selections, they chose WR/RB/RS Curtis Samuel 

and OL Taylor Moton. Samuel is one of the most versatile weapons in this class. He is raw an inexperienced player 

and learning the positions, but a young athlete who is very dangerous after he gets the ball. He can help as a slot 

receiver, 3
rd

 down back or return specialist immediately. Panthers are figuring on how to get both McCaffrey and 

Samuel on the field at the same time. They will expand their screen game to get the ball to both playmakers. 

Samuel was fine value at the 40
th
 overall selection and a kid with a huge upside with development.  OL Moton is a 

massive right side blocker who projects to both RT and guard. He is very developed and could surprise and win a 

starting job in camp. He can be a fixture on the right side and developed in pass protection and run blocking.  

On the 3
rd

 round, they surprisingly chose DE Dawshon Hall, a big athlete with the triangle numbers clubs 

covet in a three-down starter. He was a productive college talent opposite top overall pick, DE Myles Garrett.  He 

will press for time in the package fronts and can in the long term win a starting strong side end job if he gets more 

physical to fight off NFL tackles. He should be an immediate factor on situational units. On the 5
th
 round, they chose 

CB Corn Elder, a developed defender with good ball instincts to play early and possibly push for the nickel corner 

role. He is a quick cover man with good instincts to compete for the nickel role and could claim the starting nickel 

role early in his career. That may be his niche in the NFL and a quality addition here. On the 6th round, they added 

TE Alexander Armah, a mobile versatile prospect who played on both sides at the D2 level. He gets a first look at 

TE/FB and has the talent to be a surprise. He has the athletic package to play on special teams where his 

linebacking experience might help him land a roster spot. In the 7
th
 round, they added PK Harrison Butker, a strong 

legged kicker coming off a fine 2016 effort. He will challenge starter Gano Graham for the placekicking job. Harrison 

can win the role with a good camp and could develop into a solid prospect.      Grade: C                                             

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Panthers traded DE Kony Ealy prior to him entering his contract season. 

They signed FA tackle Matt Kalil who joins his Pro Bowl brother center Ryan to address a major need here. They 

hope Matt returns to his rookie form and gets the left tackle job entering camp. They made a few veteran defensive 

additions with the signing of former Panther DE Julius Peppers and CB Captain Munnerlyn. They lost OT Mike 

Remmers, safeties Michael Griffin and Tre Boston and LB AJ Klein. They added solid rookie UDFAs in who could 

win roster spots at pressing positions with a good showing in camp. WR Fred Ross, WR Austin Duke, DE Bryan 

Cox, LB Ben Boulware, CB Cole Luke, DT Gabriel Masse and TE DeSean Smith. Ross was an excellent signing and 

a kid that has starting talent. DE Cox is an athlete who can win a roster spot and was a fine addition. LB Boulware 

is a savvy defender who can win a roster spot and be a fine special teams defender. 

Training Camp Objectives:  The Panthers fell to 5-11 last season after winning three consecutive NFC South titles 

with young vet QB Cam Newton the main catalyst. The Super Bowl loss in 2016 tarnished a terrific 17-2 season. 

Newton looks to return to his MVP form with a few key new weapons in RB Christian McCaffrey and WR Curtis 

Samuel. McCaffrey will compliment veteran runner Jon Stewart to give this club a potent tandem.  They need the line 

to step up and protect Newton with tackles Matt Kalil and Michael Oher vital for their success. The receiving corps 

relies veteran receiver Kelvin Benjamin and TE Greg Olsen who are among the best in the game. They look to Devin 

Funchess and rookie Curtis Samuel to give them a new dimension. Their talented LB unit led by Pro Bowlers Luke 

Kuechly and Thomas Davis and young Shaq Thompson is set. The secondary will have to take a huge step up after 

a tough baptism last season with three new starters. This unit needs to mesh quickly to be effective, though they 

will benefit from a talented front four that adds vet Peppers. This club will attempt to return to their 2015 form. The 

key components to return will be protecting Cam Newton with essential improvement along the offensive line. The 

improved ground game will help increase point production and also keep the defense off the field. They are one of 

the teams to beat in the NFC South, but must establish that in the first six games to return to the playoffs.  

 

Chicago Bears - 3-13 - Head Coach John Fox - 3rd Year   

The Bears used four of their five picks this year on 

offensive prospects after focusing on defense last April. They 

were aggressive and moved up in the first round to select QB 

Mitchell Trubisky. They paid an incredible price to move from the 

#3 or the #2 overall selection. They gave up #3 and #4 picks in 

the 2017 and a #3 pick in the 2018 NFL Draft. It was a huge 

price to pay for the highest rated passer, especially after the 

signing of young vet free agent QB Mike Glennon this offseason. 

Trubisky has a good arm and nice release and is a prospect with a big upside to become the future leader here. 

Nevertheless, he needs to sit after only 13 career starts and may be best suited to sit his first two seasons. That will 

depend on the performance of new veteran Mike Glennon. The price though was through the roof and one the 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (2) Mitchell Trubisky, QB - North Carolina 

2 (45) Adam Shaheen, TE - Ashland 

4 (112) Eddie Jackson, S - Alabama 

4 (119) Tarik Cohen, RB - NC A&T 

5 (147) Jordan Morgan, OG - Kutztown 
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Bears must be right about, not to set this team back even further. The 49ers bluffed them to move up one position 

in the order and the Bears took the bait. On the 2nd round, they chose TE Adam Shaheen, an agile receiver and 

tough blocker man who moves well for his size. He was a fast rising prospect with well-rounded skills. They moved 

back in the round from #36 to # 45 and added a #4 and #6 pick this year and a #4 pick in the 2018 NFL Draft. They 

recovered some of the overpayment from the first-round crazy maneuver. Shaheen has intriguing upside potential 

to continue to get better, though was a slight reach here. He should share time with new veteran Dion Sims, both 

inline and at the H-back position. He has the tools to be special in time.   

In the 4th round, they added safety Eddie Jackson and RB Tarik Cohen. Jackson missed time with both a 

broken leg and prior knee injury that limited his playing time. He lines up mainly at safety though experience also at 

corner and a returner. He could surprise in an average secondary and earn time either as a starter or dime 

defender. He could surprise if healthy. RB Cohen is a small playmaker with sure hands, great moves and versatility 

to fill a few roles. Bears see him as a compliment to rookie stud power back Jordan Howard who had an amazing 

first season. Cohen was a reach on the early 4
th
 round and must land a niche to justify this selection. With their #5 

pick, they added offensive lineman Jordan Morgan, a huge small college blocker with experience at both tackle and 

guard. He figures to earn many reps this preseason on a unit with little depth especially on the outside. He has NFL 

starting talent, but is raw in key areas and a kid over his head at the Senior Bowl practices. He was good value here 

and could be a surprise in time. He needs to improve his technique especially hand usage and is a project with nice 

upside with development. He is capable of winning a roster spot and improve in time.                Grade: C 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Bears were aggressive in the veteran FA market and added QBs Mike 

Glennon and Mark Sanchez. They parted ways with veterans Jake Cutler, Matt Barkley and Brian Hoyer. Glennon 

gets the starting nod, though top pick Mitchell Trubisky will be watching over his shoulder. They also added 

wideouts Kendall Wright and Markus Wheaton along with TE Dion Sims. They also added DT John Jenkins, DE 

Jaye Howard and CB Prince Amukamura, all of who are expected to play key roles at pressing areas. They lost 

veteran starter wideout Alshon Jeffery who leaves a huge hole in their passing attack. They also lost marginal 

veterans like OL Ted Larsen, CB Tracy Porter, DTs Will Sutton and Ego Ferguson that probably opens the door for 

a huge roster turnover to start the 2017 season. They added an average group of rookie UDFAs who can surprise 

and make this roster or PS. RB Joel Bouagnon, WR Levonte Whitfield, WR Tanner Gentry, TE Franko House, OT 

Dieugot Joseph, OT Mitch Kirsch, PK Andy Phillips, DT Rashaad Coward, LB Hendrick Ekpe, LB Isaiah Irving, LB Alex 

Scearce, WR Jhaquan Seales, FB Freddie Stephenson. WR Whitfield can surprise with some development, though 

has playmaking ability to fill a role. OT Joseph needs time and technique work, but has the skill set to develop into 

an NFL blocker. FB Stephenson is a tough blocker who can make this roster and surprise over time.   

Training Camp Objectives:  The Bears continue to struggle to establish a core group of players to build around. They 

will have a new QB in Mike Glennon which is a nice improvement. He will rely on young runner Jordan Howard who 

became a workhorse feature back.  He runs behind an improving offensive line with one of the better interiors in the 

league. They receiving corps goes through major changes and will have to adjust to two new QBs. They look to the 

return of former top pick receiver Kevin White to provide impact in the passing game. White missed his entire rookie 

season and most of the 2016 season and need his playmaking presence. The defense was not the main focus in FA 

or the NFL Draft. The only defensive selection was safety Eddie Jackson who can win a starting job this preseason. 

Young LB Leonard Floyd is a dominant defender if he proves healthy. Other starting LBers Danny Trevathan and 

Jerrell Freeman form their strongest unit. The young secondary will probably start three new regulars after a disastrous 

2016 performance. The Bears have not made the playoffs since the 2010 season with only one year over .500. The 

2017 season will most likely continue difficult growing pain. Both sides of the ball need to improve with the revamped 

defense critical for any long term recovery. Their underrated front seven will be vital for any secondary improvement. 

The offense needs Glennon to be the leader here with young playmaker White vital to any overall process. The Bears 

face a tough rebuilding season with many new components that may struggle to show progress in the overall record. 

 
Dallas Cowboys - 13-3 - Head Coach Jason Garrett - 7th Year 

The Cowboys used seven of their nine draft selections 

on defensive players, including their top three choices. They 

were happy to find DE Taco Charlton available with the 28
th
 

overall pick. He addresses a pressing need on their front four 

that offers a marginal pass rush. He has the talent to continue 

to improve and become a three-down defender and possibly as 

a rookie. Look for him to be a key rotational edge defender if 

he doesn’t start outright. He was a solid addition here.  

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (28) Taco Charlton, DE - Michigan 

2 (60) Chidobe Awuzie, CB - Colorado 

3 (92) Jourdan Lewis, CB - Michigan 

4 (133) Ryan Switzer, WR - North Carolina 

6 (191) Xavier Woods, S - Louisiana Tech 

6 (216) Marquez White, CB - Florida St 

7 (228) Joey Ivie, DT - Florida 

7 (239) Noah Brown, WR - Ohio St 

7 (246) Jordan Carrell, DL - Colorado 
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With their #2 and #3 round picks, they added corners, Chidobe Awuzie and Jourdan Lewis. Awuzie is a 

physical defender who is best in a zone scheme. He is a versatile defender who can also play over a slot receiver 

and also at safety. He is a terrific fit here and capable of being the biggest impact rookie in their entire class. He is 

highly developed to step in immediately. Lewis is a smaller quick cover man with fine instincts and ball skills. Look 

for him to compete for the starting nickel role with a strong camp effort. He may be limited to that role, though a 

developed cover man to be a fine addition. He must prove his off the field issues are behind him.    

 On the 4th round, they choose WR/RS Ryan Switzer, a quick explosive weapon with impact potential as a 

return specialist. He gives them a reliable slot receiver to backup starter Cole Beasley and could push for time there 

or in four wideout sets. His impact on the return game is counted on with little impact since the loss of current Giant 

Dewayne Harris in free agency. He should compete for early starting time and has impact ability to be a game 

changer here.  

With two 6
th
 round picks, they chose defensive backs, safety Xavier Woods and corner Marquez White. 

Woods is an instinctive safety with average speed and marginal size. He has the nose for the ball to make plays 

and shows developed cover skills for a safety that may earn time in the dime package early in his career. White is 

nice sized zone corner who fits this scheme fairly well. He has good size and speed and can surprise with 

development. He was a good gamble at the 216
th
 selection. With three 7

th
 round picks, they chose DT Joey Ivie, 

WR Noah Brown and DL Jordan Carrell.  DT Ivie is a versatile physical lineman who came on late in his career. He 

overcame some major family issues to continue to improve over his late career. He figures to press for time in a line 

rotation with some development and figures to win a roster spot.  WR Brown is a young receiver with intriguing 

skills and potential. He is raw in many areas including route running and defensive recognition, but was a good late 

gamble. Appears to need time and probably headed for the PS unless he impresses during the preseason. DL 

Carrell is a versatile lineman who impressed over his late career. He played a few positions on a front line and has 

the talent to win a roster spot and surprise this preseason. The defensive line is an open competition this summer 

with several young defenders expected to make critical improvement on this changing unit.     Grade: B  

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Cowboys made only a few moves in FA with little room under the salary 

cap. They made a good signing of CB Nolan Carroll to offset five losses in the secondary. Carroll can win a starting 

job. They resigned young wideout Terrance Williams who needs to take the next step as a #2 starter. They suffered 

significant losses throughout including OL where guard Ronald Leary left in FA and surprisingly RT Doug Free 

retired. They show little depth there and need young guard La’el Collins and RT Chaz Green to step up to maintain 

their high OL performance. The retirement of veteran QB Tony Romo was inevitable and leaves only vet Kellen 

Moore behind young Dak Prescott. They signed an average rookie UDFAs class with having the best chance to 

make this roster. QB Cooper Rush, TE Blake Jarwin, OT/G Dan Skipper, OG Nate Theaker, RB Jahad Thomas, QB 

Austin Appleby, WR Brian Brown, DE Lewis Neal, DT Woody Baron, OLB Joseph Jones, OLB Kennan Gilchrist, OLB 

Lucas Wacha and DE Darnell Lewis. QBs Rush and Appleby can make this PS if not the #3 role. TE Jarwin is quality 

H-back who can surprise here and make this roster and fill a key role in package offenses. Both OL Skipper and 

Theaker have NFL tools and could land on the PS to develop further.   

Training Camp Objectives:  Cowboys will be hard pressed to duplicate last years’ 13-3 record and one and done 

playoff elimination. They sustained key losses in the secondary, offensive line and many backup roles that can change 

the makeup of this club. Young QB Prescott and stud feature back Zeke Elliott come off amazing rookie seasons. They 

will be tested fully in 2017 behind a changing offensive line. Elliott will be a marked man this fall and face 7-8 in the box 

regularly after a soft 6 man front often as a rookie. He is still the engine that this attack relies on and must be 

accounted for on every play. Pro Bowlers wideout Dez Bryant and ageless TE Jason Witten are among the league’s 

top performers. The defense continues to struggle and allows too many big plays in key situations. The new secondary 

will be fully tested. Their front line again faces more early season suspensions and produces only marginal pass 

pressure when fully manned. Young DL Maliek Collins and Charles Tapper are counted on to step up along with top 

pick Taco Charlton and FA addition DT Stephen Paea. Mike man Sean Lee is coming off his best season and looks to 

young Jaylon Smith to settle into a starting role and provide playmaking and leadership. The Boys will rely on their   

high powered offense to overcome a weak defense that faces many issues this season. Young back Elliott should find 

the sledding much tougher while QB Prescott will be tested in the pocket. He will face different fronts and more 

containment in the pocket after average late season production. Boys will challenge for the East, though they are not 

the team to beat with the GMen gearing up for another title run.  
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Detroit Lions - 9-7 - Head Coach Jim Caldwell – 4th Year  

The Lions had another strong draft class that may 

allow them to repeat for the playoffs. They addressed their top 

needs well through the early rounds and had a solid class that 

filled a few key problem areas. With the 21st overall selection, 

they choose LB Jarrad Davis, a fast backer with the versatility 

to lineup anywhere in this 4-3 scheme. He gets a look first at 

the Mike role and could win the starting job with a good 

preseason. He can provide impact as a blitz defender and 

was an addition that could provide impact and may be fairly 

early with a rookie starting grade. On the 2nd round, they 

chose CB Jalen Tabor, a savvy cover man who fell in the draft 

off a weak postseason workout. He lacks top speed, but 

shows keen instincts to jump routes and make plays. He addresses a need here and should earn time in the nickel 

and dime packages immediately with a good preseason. He carries an early starting grade and was good value here 

after an earlier first round projection.  He was a very solid addition and fine value on the mid-2nd day.  

With their #3 selection, they added wideout Kenny Golladay, a big sure handed receiver with fine athletic skills. 

He developed nicely with good route development and the physical skills to win in matchups. Should compete for time 

immediately in three and four wideout sets and could surprise here working with Matt Stafford. On the 4th round, they 

chose LB Jaylen Reeves-Maybin and TE Michael Roberts. Reeves-Maybin is a fast savvy defender who goes sideline 

to sideline. He will compete for nickel backer role and possible win with a good showing in the preseason. He has the 

makeup of a premier special teams’ defender and can be a difference maker there. TE Roberts is a big athlete with 

natural hands and good route running to be a factor in two TE sets, especially in the redzone. He addresses a need 

here, though he must improve as an inline blocker. He shows the physical talent to make progress there.   

 On the 5th round, they added CB Jamal Agnew, a very fast defender who projects to the nickel cover role and 

punt returner in time. He has not faced NFL caliber receivers and needs some development in coverage and route 

recognition before challenging for playing time. On the 6th round, they added DL Jeremiah Ledbetter and QB Brad 

Kaaya. Ledbetter is a tweener who they want heavier and move inside. He figures to push for time in the line rotation 

and was effective over his late SEC career. He can a roster spot here. QB Kaaya is an interesting prospect with an 

NFL starting grade with development. He needs to fill out physically and settle into an offense initially. He figures to win 

the #3 role and is capable of moving up here within a short time. He was an excellent late addition. O   

With their 7th round pick, they chose DE Pat O’Connor, a hard-nosed lineman who is disruptive and finds a 

way to make plays. He was a solid late addition and a prospect who can play in their line rotation. He figures in a 

strong side position and has talent with some development to win a roster spot. He was fine value here.       Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Lions signed RT Rick Wagner to replace FA loss Riley Reiff. He will be join 

by FA addition guard TJ Lang in hope to providing better protection for QB Matthew Stafford and improve their 

weak ground game. They added vet corner DJ Hayden in hopes of improving their man coverage situations. They 

parted ways with starters, guard Larry Warford, LD DeAndre Levy and DE Devin Taylor. They signed an average 

group of rookie FA, have the talent to surprise. WR Noel Thomas, WR Michael Rector, WR Dontez Ford, TE Brandon 

Barnes, TE Robert Tonyan, RB Tion Green, OG Leo Koloamatangi, OT Storm Norton, DE Alex Barrett, DE Jeremiah 

Valoaga, DT Nick James, DT Maurice Swain, CB Josh Thornton and CB Des Lawrence. WR Thomas is a gem who 

can pay dividends with development. WR Rector can make this squad and push for time in multiple sets in time. OT 

Norton is a raw prospect with the skill set to surprise with further time at the position. CB Lawrence can make this 

roster despite the fact they drafted two corners. He will press for the nickel role with experience and has the talent 

to surprise.    

Training Camp Objectives: The Lions finished with four consecutive losses including a weak playoff defeat to Seattle. 

They hope to challenge the Packers in the balanced NFC North, but must find a way to beat them head to head after 

three consecutive close losses. Veteran QB Matthew Stafford has been impressive and consistent annually, but needs 

the ground game to step up and balance this one-dimensional attack. Young Dwayne Washington could surprise here 

and push Ameer Abdullah for reps. Matthew needs starting receiver Marvin Jones to return to his early 2016 form 

and a solid addition here opposite Golden Tate. Rookie wideout Kenny Golladay gets a huge opportunity here to fill 

a role in three wideout sets. Veteran former top pick TE Eric Ebron will have to step up after another average type 

performance. Their maligned defense needs improvement throughout to ever take this club further in the postseason. 

Young DE Ziggy Ansah needs to return to former level after struggling through an ankle injury. Their young secondary 

made few big plays and relies on young vet corner Darius Slay on one side. They look to their top two picks LB Jarrad 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (21) Jarrad Davis, LB - Florida 

2 (53) Jalen Tabor, CB -  Florida 

3 (96) Kenny Golladay, WR - Northern Illinois 

4 (124) Jaylen Reeves-Maybin, LB - Tennessee 

4 (127) Michael Roberts, TE - Toledo 

5 (165) Jamal Agnew, CB - San Diego 

6 (205) Jeremiah Ledbetter, DE - Arkansas 

6 (215) Brad Kaaya, QB - Miami 

7 (250) Pat O’Connor, DE - Eastern Michigan 
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Davis and CB Teez Tabor to improve their package defenses that have annually been among the worst coverage 

corps in the league. The Lions have several key questions to answer before they return to the playoffs. QB Stafford 

needs an improved ground game that can assist the changing defense especially in late game situations. The defense 

needs to provide more big plays to positively to challenge for the playoffs and take the next step in the postseason. 

 

Green Bay Packers - 10-6 - Head Coach Mike McCarthy - 12th Year   

The Packers’ GM Ted Thompson as usual addressed 

their biggest needs with their early selections. He chose 

defensive players with their first four selections and offensive 

players with their final six choices. Thompson traded out of the 

first round for addition picks and addressed his secondary with 

both #2 selections. They chose corner Kevin King and safety 

Josh Jones. King is a big agile defender with speed, good range 

and tackling skills. He should compete for a starting job 

immediately in a battered secondary. He has rare size and 

matchup skills to get this unit a top matchup vs many offenses. 

Safety Jones is a thumper who moves well and finishes with 

strong tackling. He will push for time in the dime defense and 

carries a fairly early starting grade after coming on strong over 

his final performance. He is a three-down defender in time and good value here. 

 With their 3rd round selection, they drafted DT Montravius Adams, an agile tackle who comes from a high 

profile defense. He graded out high in the SEC and had a strong Senior Bowl week. He has the skill set and 

development to start early at either tackle and was good value here. With their 4
th
 round selections, they chose LB 

Vince Biegel and RB Jamaal Williams. LB Biegel fell in the draft off a late broken foot that limited his postseason. 

He is a savvy defender with some pass rushing skills. He penetrates well and uses his long arms to separate that 

probably earns him time in the package defenses where he can be an effective pass rusher. He was a solid 

addition here. RB Williams was the first of three running backs selected. He is a downhill runner who hits the hole 

with authority. He is a tough red zone runner and should earn reps with a good preseason and could challenge for 

feature back role early in his career. He must prove durable after an injury riddled final season. 

On the 5th round, they chose wideout Deangelo Yancey and runner Aaron Jones. WR Yancey is a 

deceptively fast weapon who gets behind the secondary. He needs to develop the full route tree, though has the 

talent to develop and surprise here. He should win a roster spot. RB Jones is a fast compact runner who combines 

cutting skills with breakaway speed. He provides a fine change of pace runner with return skills. He must prove 

healthy, but has the talent to be a huge surprise as a 1A type back in this attack. 

With their 6th round pick, they added OT Kofi Amichia, an agile versatile athlete who needs time to learn 

the finer points of play. He needs time to adjust to the pro game and needs to show more power as a drive blocker. 

He has fine footwork which should facilitate adjusting to pro game especially in pass protection. He was a good 

value in the late round and has a fine size and intangibles. With two 7th round picks, they chose runner Davonte 

Mays and wideout Malachi Dupre. RB Mays is a powerfully built back with good body lean and lower body strength. 

He has been very injury prone on his late career which pushed him to the late rounds. He needs work on his routes 

and must get stronger to be an effective pro. He looks to carve a niche in the Packers depleted backfield. Dupre is 

an athletic receiver with fine body control and leaping skills. He has only average speed, but is a prospect with a big 

upside and can be a factor in multiple sets. He was an outstanding gamble here and can pay huge dividends for the 

Packers and could be one of the steals of this draft class.                  Grade: C+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Packers made only a few significant FA additions with the signing of veteran 

TEs Martellus Bennett and Lance Kendricks and corner Davon House. Bennett and Kendricks replace Jared Cook 

and give QB Aaron Rodgers a talented tandem for different sets. CB House returns to Titletown in hopes to helping 

in coverage. He must hold off young corners Kevin King, Damarious Randall and Quinten Rollins. Veteran guard 

Jahri Evans to replaced FA loss TJ Lang. They lost veteran runners Eddie Lacy, James Starks and Christine 

Michael, though look to rookies to replace them. They also lost veteran DE/LB Julius Peppers and Datone Jones. 

Their rookie FA class added WR Michael Clark, WR Montay Crockett, OG Thomas Evans, OG Geoff Gray, QB 

Taysom Hill, OL Adam Pankey, TE Aaron Peck, RB Kalif Phillips, RB William Stanback, DT Izaah Lunsford, CB Lenzy 

Pipkins, CB David Rivers, LB Cody Heiman, LB Josh Letuligasenoa, CB Raysean Pringle, CB Donatello Brown, LB 

Johnathan Calvin, LB David Talley, S Aaron Taylor and P Justin Vogel. WR Clark has talent to fill a few roles and 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

2 (33) Kevin King, CB - Washington 

2 (61) Josh Jones, S - NC St 

3 (93) Montravius Adams, DT - Auburn 

4 (108) Vince Biegel, LB - Wisconsin 

4 (134) Jamaal Williams, RB - BYU 

5 (175) Deangelo Yancey, WR - Purdue 

5 (182) Aaron Jones, RB - UTEP 

6 (212) Kofi Amichia, OT - South Florida 

7 (238) Devonte Mays, RB - Utah St 

7 (247) Malachi Dupre, WR - LSU 
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could land on the PS. P Vogel can surprise here and win the starter job with a good preseason. RB Phillips has talent 

to make this squad, though may need a season on the PS.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Packers won the NFC North and beat the GMen and Cowboys in the playoffs before 

falling to the Falcons. QB Aaron Rodgers is still one of the premier NFL performers and can carry a club far despite 

some average talent. Pro Bowl receiver Jordy Nelson returned to form and gave him a true #1 wideout. The addition of 

new TEs Bennett and Kendricks gives this offense an added dimension. They will look to young backs Jamaal 

Williams to compliment starter Ty Montgomery. Guard Evans needs to show he can maintain his prior levels with 

marginal depth on the line. The Packers defense has failed in many big situations and was addressed with their top 

four picks, the first two defensive backs which has been the chief culprit. They rely on LB Clay Matthews to provide big 

plays with help from resigned Nick Perry. Upfront pressure can be the difference in any secondary improvement. The 

young secondary has talent, though only safety Ha Ha Clinton-Dix has shown playmaking ability. This unit ranks 

among the worst in the league and gets toasted weekly. They must make significant improvement to compete with the 

top clubs and advance further and contend for the Super Bowl. 

 
Los Angeles Rams - 4-12 - Head Coach Sean McVay - 1st Y ear  

The Rams addressed their biggest problem prior 

to the NFL Draft last year with the huge trade up for the 

#1 overall selection. With the first overall pick, they 

drafted QB Jeff Goff, a talented passer who paid his 

dues as a rookie. They did not have a #1 pick this year 

off that trade. Goff needs to become an elite passer to 

justify the very high cost to move up that basically takes 

many prime picks from a few NFL Drafts.  

With their 2nd round pick, they chose tight end 

Gerald Everett, a mobile sure handed prospect. He is a 

well-developed receiver who plays mainly the flex and 

the H-back role. He gives this offense a missing dimension and was a good addition. On the 3rd round, they chose 

wideout Cooper Kupp and safety John Johnson. Kupp is a highly developed route runner with excellent hands and 

keen coverage reads. He is a playmaker who I ranked in the top 75 and was a solid addition here. He can line up 

both in the slot and outside and is dangerous every time he touches the ball. He is highly developed to play day one 

in three wideout sets and also capable of winning a starting role on this weak unit. Safety Johnson graded out well 

on a poor BC unit and made plays in both run support and coverage. He addresses a pressing need area and was 

part of the run on safeties on the 2
nd

 day. He is a nice level of development and could play any position in the 

secondary which will help him see early time in the nickel and dime packages. He was fair value here.   

With their two 4th round picks, they chose receiver, Josh Reynolds and LB Samson Ebukan. Reynolds is 

big athlete with fine ball skills and deceptive speed to run the deep seam. He was highly productive in the SEC level 

and was especially effective in the red zone. He combines reliable hands with good body control and leaping ability 

to be a tough matchup in single coverage. LB Ebukan is an underrated talented defender with high grades. He is a 

good edge rusher who must find a niche as a situational defender while he settles into this defense. He is a slight 

reach here, though moved up the charts off his pass rushing potential. He can make this squad with a good effort in 

camp. With their two 6th round picks, they chose DT Tanzel Smart and FB Sam Rogers. DT Smart is a quick 

defender who has a burst to the passer from the interior. He has good instincts and developing run stuffing skills 

that best fit the three technique role. With only marginal backup talent he can win a roster spot with a good showing 

this preseason. He needs to show he can be a core rotational defender on package units. FB Rogers is a versatile 

back with good movement and receiving skills to fill a few roles. He has the makeup to be a top special teams 

performer as both a blocker and defender. On the 7th round, they chose LB Ejuan Price, a powerful edge rusher 

who combines quickness and strength to win vs top competition. Over his career, he struggled with injuries which 

pushed him to the late rounds, but he can be a situational impact rusher in this scheme. May be limited to a 

situational rusher defender, though one that can give this unit a boost in that area.        Grade: C  

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Rams had little room in their salary cap again this offseason. They did sign 

LT Andrew Whitworth and WR Robert Woods who address major need areas. They parted ways with quality 

starters, safety TJ McDonald, TE Lance Kendricks and WR Kenny Britt. They signed a weak group of rookie 

UDFAs in RB Justin Davis, OG Jake Eldrenkamp, TE Johnny Mundt, RB De’Mard Llorens, WR Shakir Ryan, LB 

Teidrick Smith, OT Kwayde Miller, RB Leonard Tillery, DT Casey Sayles, DB Dravious Wright, DT AJ Jefferson, CB 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

2 (44) Gerald Everett, TE - South Alabama 

3 (69) Cooper Kupp, WR - Eastern Washington 

3 (91) John Johnson, S - Boston College 

4 (117) Josh Reynolds, WR - Texas A&M 

4 (125) Samson Ebukan, LB - Eastern Washington 

6 (189) Tanzel Smart, DT - Tulane 

6 (206) Sam Rogers, FB - Virginia Tech 

7 (234) Ejuan Price, LB - Pittsburgh 
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Dominique Hatfield, CB Aarion Penton, CB Ishmael Adams and LB Kevin Davis. CB Penton is a talented cover man 

and their best signing.  He can make this roster or is an ideal PS candidate.   

Training Camp Objectives:  The Rams turned the page with rookie QB Jared Goff over the second half of the 2016 

season and he paid his dues in full with a shaky performance. He took over the reins from a marginal vet Case 

Keenum at midseason. Goff needs to make fast progress this preseason and settle into this offense. He hopes to 

utilize workhorse tailback Todd Gurley who slipped last season with defenses keying on him weekly. The young line 

has struggled annually and needs their young linemen to improve this season. The Rams traded former top pick LT 

Greg Robinson never showed the talent to warrant his #2 overall selection in 2014. The young receiving corps added 

Robert Woods to assist Tavon Austin and Pharoh Cooper to form a solid threesome for their multiple sets. The 

defensive front has one of the premier tackles in the game in Aaron Donald who couples with young DT Michael 

Brockers. Former Pro Bowl end Robert Quinn moves to outside linebacker and hopes to regain his form. Their young 

secondary relies on playmaker Trumaine Johnson to be a shutdown cover man. Young Lamarcus Joyner continues to 

improve on a unit with marginal depth. The Rams have not hit the .500 mark in a decade and lack the components to 

compete for the playoffs this season. They need time for Goff to develop and their young line to gain valuable 

experience. The defense has the makings of staying among the better units, though they lack overall depth that may 

cost them late in games. Staggering young club needs to take some initial steps up to continue rebuilding process. 

 
Minnesota Vikings - 8-8 - Head Coach Mike Zimmer - 4th Year  

The Vikings stayed with their value board throughout the 

NFL Draft. They traded their first round selection for veteran QB 

Sam Bradford. He started 15 games last season and performed 

well despite difficult circumstances on offense. His TD/interception 

ratio of 20 to 5 was among the best in the league. He is still in his 

prime and a starter this team can rally around. On the 2
nd

 round, 

they traded up for runner Dalvin Cook, a solid addition for their 

changing backfield. He is a versatile back with fine receiving skills 

and the ability to run inside and outside. He was fine value here 

and a back who can be a prime weapon and probably this 

season.  

With their 3rd round pick, they chose C Pat Elflein, a 

versatile interior blocker with extensive experience. He will push 

for a starting interior job this preseason and has a good chance to 

be an opening day starter. On the 4th round, they selected DT Jaleel Johnson and LB Ben Gedeon. DT Johnson is a 

versatile lineman who provides interior pass rushing talent. He also projects to the strongside end and gives the 

Vikings a fine rotational lineman capable of filling a few roles. LB Gedeon is a savvy defender who was very productive 

between the tackles and provides a fine backup and special teams performer. He addresses a need area with the 

retirement of Chad Greenway. With their two 5th round picks, they selected WR Rodney Adams and guard Danny 

Isidora. WR Adams is a lean fast receiver with the ability to get deep and run after the catch. He must get stronger and 

run the full route tree to earn time in multiple sets. Guard Isidora is a mobile blocker who flashes nice power. He 

projects as a starter in time, though may need to sit for a season or two.  

With their 6th round pick, they selected TE Bucky Hodges, a big flex type performer. He fell off his one-

dimensional label, though was excellent value here. He may surprise and see time in two TE sets or the H-back role 

and has the talent to be dangerous in the red zone. With their four 7th round picks, they selected WR Stacy Coley, DE 

Ifeadi Odenigbo, LB Elijah Lee and CB Jack Tocho. WR Coley is still raw, but a talent who creates interesting matchup 

problems with his size and speed. He needs time and may be best suited for the PS for at least a season. DE 

Odenigbo is a quick edge rusher who must impress in camp to win a roster spot. He has a burst to be disruptive and 

could fill a niche in the situational package. LB Lee is a tough athlete who tackles well and gets through traffic to finish 

consistently well. He should be a top special teams’ performer this season and has a nice level of development to help 

now in the nickel package and matchup in coverage. CB Jack Tocho is a tough defender with versatility to fill a few 

roles. He was good value here and gives their secondary a fine addition. He should compete for time for the nickel and 

dime package and has the makeup to win the gunner role on coverage teams. He was a good late gamble and 

capable of becoming a good role defender. His time on coverage units will depend on how quickly he improves his 

tackling, instincts and basic fundamentals.                Grade: C+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Vikings were aggressive in FA again and added veteran OT Riley Reiff and 

Mike Remmers to improve their struggling line. They also added RB Latavius Murray, DE Datone Jones and 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

2 (41) Dalvin Cook, RB - Florida St 

3 (70) Pat Elflein, OC - Ohio St 

4 (109) Jaleel Johnson, DT - Iowa 

4 (120) Ben Gedeon, LB - Michigan 

5 (170) Rodney Adams, WR - South Florida 

5 (180) Danny Isidora, OG - Miami 

6 (201) Bucky Hodges, TE - Virginia Tech 

7 (219) Stacy Coley, WR - Miami 

7 (220) Ifeadi Odenigbo, DE - Northwestern 

7 (232) Elijah Lee, LB - Kansas St 

7 (245) Jack Tocho, CB - NC St 
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wideout Michael Floyd. They parted ways with Pro Bowler runner Adrian Peterson, OT Matt Kalil, WR Cordarrelle 

Patterson and other marginal starters. The retirement of LB Chad Greenway leaves a huge hole on the weakside 

where his amazing consistency will be missed. They added a quality rookie UDFAs class in OT Aviante Collins, WR 

R.J. Shelton, RB Terrell Newby, TE Josiah Price, QB Wes Lunt, DE Caleb Kidder, DE Tashawn Bower, DT Dylan 

Bradley, DE Sam McCaskill, CB Horace Richardson, LB Shaan Washington, LB Eric Wilson, and OG Freddie 

Tagaloa. OL Collins has the skills to surprise here and could win a roster spot with development. WR Shelton is a 

quality slot receiver and returner who can make this roster.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Vikings fell noticeably after a hot 5-0 start last season that left them at the .500 

mark. The loss of OC Norv Turner in late October left them reeling offensively to rank among the worst in the league.  

QB Sam Bradford played well despite having Adrian Peterson for only three games and the coaching disruptive 

upheaval. New runner Murray is counted on to balance this attack that fell to the worst ground game in the league in 

2017. Rookie Dalvin Cook can be a huge boost here as a 1A type. Young QB Teddy Bridgewater continues to 

progress form his knee injury, but is still not ready to compete for starting job. How the offensive line jells may 

determine if the Vikings challenge the Packers and Lions for the NFC North. They may have three new starters in 

tackles Reilly and Remmers plus rookie center Pat Elflein. The receiving corps lacks a true #1 performer and former 

top pick Laquon Treadwell was a major disappoint as a rookie. The Vikes defense ranks among the best in the game 

Their tough front four added DL Datone Jones and coupled with a young highly regarded LBer corp. The young 

secondary needs to improve, though they have the talent especially with Pro Bowl FS Harrison Smith and big corner 

Xavier Rhodes. They need young CB Mackenzie Alexander to step this season and win the nickel corner job. With 

improved offensive line play, the ground game can give this club a major boost. Their defensive unit gives the Vikes a 

chance to return to competition in the balanced NFC North. This young club needs to bounce back and show resiliency 

from an erratic 2016 season that force a big offseason roster turnover.  

 

New Orleans Saints - 7-9 - Head Coach Sean Payton - 11th Year  

The Saints addressed their key areas throughout the 

draft process and had a very good class with seven total 

selections. In the first round, they drafted CB Marshon 

Lattimore with the 11th overall pick. Lattimore is a talented big 

cover man who possesses shutdown skills with experience. He 

addresses a major need with their secondary surrendering the 

most yardage in the league. Lattimore has the matchup size 

and skills to be an impact defender here. They traded into the 

late 1st round and selected OT Ryan Ramczyk. He addressed 

a line with little depth and gives them great versatility with talent 

to play both tackle and guard. With the post draft injury of LT Terron Armstead, Ramczyk could start with a good 

performance during the preseason.  He was a savvy move off his talent and NFL readiness, prior to Armstead 

injury. 

With their 2nd round pick, they chose safety Marcus Williams, a big rangy defender with good coverage 

skills. He is a three-down defender and figures to push for time in the nickel and dime packages early and possibly 

start. He gives the Saints a deep group of safeties that could command interest around the league. With three 3rd 

round picks, they chose runner Alvin Kamara, LB Alex Anzalone and DE Trey Hendrickson.  RB Kamara is a solid 

versatile playmaker who can fill a few key roles. He runs inside and outside and is a high-level receiver and 

returner. His presence along with vet Adrian Peterson might make veteran Mark Ingram expendable this year. This 

backfield becomes the deepest in the game. LB Anzalone is a smart mobile backer with experience inside and 

outside. He will push for time in different sets and possible win a starting job on a weak inconsistent unit that also 

added vet Manti Te’o. DE Hendrickson is a fine athlete with speed off the edge to provide an outside rush. He 

figures to earn time in the nickel package as a rusher. He can give their poor rush a boost after totaling only 30 

sacks last year. He also blocks kicks and will assist on special teams. In the 6th round, they drafted DE Al-Quadin 

Muhammad, a raw athlete who has shown a burst off the edge. He has fine size, mobility and overall athleticism to 

challenge for NFL playing time. He is capable of matching up well with lineman, though raw in most areas of 

technique and overall instincts. He faces a tough learning curve in the short term and must prove over his off the 

field issues. He was a good gamble here.                         Grade: B+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency: The Saints had some room under their salary cap and were aggressive and added 

a few veterans like runner Adrian Peterson, guard Larry Warford and LB Manti Te’o. Peterson looks to return after 

an injury ended his 2016 season early. He joins 1000 yard rusher Mark Ingram and rookie Alvin Kamara to form 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (11) Marshon Lattimore, CB - Ohio St 

1 (32) Ryan Ramczyk, OT - Wisconsin 

2 (42) Marcus Williams, S - Utah 

3 (67) Alvin Kamara, RB - Tennessee 

3 (76) Alex Anzalone, LB - Florida 

3 (103) Trey Hendrickson, DE - FAU 

6 (196) Al-Quadin Muhammad, DE - Miami 
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potentially the deepest running group in the league. Warford is a fine addition. They traded speedster Brandin 

Cooks for a #1 pick. They let veterans, guard Jahri Evans, safety Jairus Byrd, DE Paul Kruger and RB Tim 

Hightower walk in FA. They also signed WR/RS Ted Ginn in hopes he provide impact in the return game along with 

Kamara. They signed an average group of rookie FA and several can win a roster spot or land on the practice 

squad, namely. WR Travin Dural, WR Ahmad Fullwood, G/T Andrew Lauderdale, C Cameron Tom, G/T Clint Van 

Horn, OG Cameron Lee, CB Art Maulet, RB John Robinson-Woodgett, DT Devaroe Lawrence, LB Sae Tautu and LS 

Chase Dominquez. WR Dural can make this roster. OL Tom, Van Horn and Lee have the talent to make the PS on 

line with marginal depth. CB Maulet was one of the better rookie FA on the market and can make this roster and fill 

a role in time.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Saints remain the tale of two cities, the highest ranked offense in the game along 

with a defense that gets ravaged weekly. Pro Bowl QB Drew Brees is still among the top five passers in the game and 

directs an offense that can actually improve with the addition of Peterson and Kamara. He works with a young 

receiving corps that features emerging Michael Thomas. Young veteran TE Fleener settle into the passing game and 

will play a bigger role working with Brees. The ground game can improve the defense significantly. The line has issues 

after LT Terron Armstead tore a pec in spring workouts. Veteran guard Andrus Peat has been the answer inside. 

Their defense was absolutely horrible in every major category. The secondary hopes for further improvement this 

season with starting safeties Vonn Bell and Kenny Vacarro. The addition of vet LB Manti Te’o joins young LB 

Stephone Anthony to form a physical tandem. They have pressing problems on the corner with veteran PJ Williams 

and Delvin Breaux counted on to improve. Rookie top pick Marshon Lattimore can win a starting job outright in camp. 

Their front seven has failed to provide any pressure and one of the least sack totals in the league. With a tough early 

season schedule, the Saints defense will get fully tested. QB Brees looks to win shootouts to keep them in playoff 

contention, though another 7-9 season may force a major turnover in the front office and coaching staffs.  

 New York Giants - 11-5 - Head Coach Ben McAdoo - 2nd Year  

They addressed their pressing issues on both sides of 

the ball with their top selections. They held seven picks and 

made one late trade up in the 6
th
 round. They had a few 

prospects listed as the 23rd overall pick and landed TE Evan 

Engram, a fast sure handed receiver with the pick. He gives 

them an impact weapon with rare sub 4.35 speed to run the 

seam and after the catch. HC Ben McAdoo signed off on this 

selection and is dying to use him along with the talented 

receiving corp. Engram can be a difference maker here with wide 

receiver type skills to play the flex and H-back roles. His openfield running skills were not tapped as a collegian and 

he is capable of providing another fast option for Eli Manning along with new vet Brandon Marshall.    

 On the 2nd round, they chose DT Dalvin Tomlinson, a quick savvy tackle who came on strong over his late 

career after recovering from knee surgery. Scouts feel he was equally as effective as Jonathan Allen who went in 

the first round. Tomlinson reads plays well and has a quick first step to utilize his power and hand technique to 

penetrate the backfield. He addressed a major need after the FA loss of tackle Jonathan Hankins. He was a 

surprise addition who addressed a high pressing need with only marginal depth on the unit. They passed on LB 

Zack Cunningham and OT Taylor Moton, two highly regarded prospects. On the 3rd round, they added QB Davis 

Webb, a big smooth throwing prospect with high college production. GM Jerry Reese felt he was too good to pass 

on here with Eli entering his 14
th
 season at 36 years old. Webb probably sits at least two seasons, but has intriguing 

skills to work with and time to refine his talent. This was a good value addition with many ranking him among the 

top 50 prospects. He could be the long-term answer for Eli’s eventual replacement. 

On the 4th round, they chose runner Wayne Gallman, a big tough back with reliable hands. He needs work 

on his blocking to earn playing time, but was a value pick here. He is a tough inside runner who can be the goal line 

back here and eventually a solid 1A type. He is well rounded and a can be a factor in the passing game – hands, 

routes and defensive recognition. Fine third day addition that gives them good depth. On the 5th round, they chose 

LB Avery Moss, mobile defender who reads plays well and finishes with strong reliable tackling. He has a quick 

initial reaction that allows him to beat blockers and rush off the edge. He was interesting upside and is a playmaker, 

especially in forward attacking the LOS and moving laterally. He needs to settle into a position and could find a 

niche in the package defenses as a situational rusher. He was good value here and a defender who shows the 

burst to make plays that should earn him a core role in time. On the 6th round, they traded up in the round for their 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (23) Evan Engram, TE - Mississippi 

2 (55) Dalvin Tomlinson, DT - Alabama 

3 (87) Davis Webb, QB - California 

4 (140) Wayne Gallman, RB - Clemson 

5 (167) Avery Moss, DE - Youngstown St 

6 (200) Adam Bisnowaty, OT - Pittsburgh 
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#7 round pick and choose OL Adam Bisnowaty, a tall blocker with experience outside at both tackle spots. He 

projects also to guard and provides vital depth to a thin unit. He is an experienced performer who produced at a 

high level and is a physical blocker with the intangibles to get the most from his athleticism. He could be a steal this 

late with the skill set to press for time and possibly an eventual starter.   Grade: B+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Giants were selective in FA and addressed few areas on their offense. They 

signed top veteran wideout Brandon Marshall to join a talented receiving corps that rivals any in the league. They 

also added TE Rhett Ellison, OL DJ Fluker and QB Geno Smith. Ellison and Fluker were quality additions at need 

areas and capable of playing important roles this season. They lost DT Johnathan Hankins in FA, their only critical 

defection. They parted ways with vet WR Victor Cruz, TE Larry Donnell, OTs Will Beatty and Marshal Newhouse, 

RB Rashad Jennings, LB Kelvin Sheppard and CB Leon Hall. They signed a quality rookie FA class with a few 

having good chances to make the roster or PS. They signed FB Shane Smith, WR Keeon Johnson, WR Travis 

Rudolph, WR Kevin Snead, WR Jalen Williams, TE Colin Thompson, RB Khalid Abdullah, OL Jess Dunker, OT Chad 

Wheeler, DE Evan Schwan, DT Josh Banks, DT Jarron Jones, LB Calvin Munson, CB DaShaun Amos, S Jadar 

Johnson and S Trey Robinson. OL Dunker is a major sleeper with untapped talented and could surprise here. WR 

Rudolph will press for time on the receiving corps and is a good PS candidate. Safety Johnson, DT Jones, TE 

Thompson and LB Munson are sleepers with pro talent to warrant a long look on the PS.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Giants returned to the playoffs after four straight postseason appearances. Their 

offense returns nine starters plus the addition of rookie tight end Evan Engram. Young runner Paul Perkins gives the 

starting nod with a good 2016 showing. Vet QB Eli Manning is coming off another fine performance and can continue 

his level of play with improvement by the line especially LT Ereck Flowers and their struggling ground game. Pro Bowl 

wideout Odell Beckham is a difference maker who will benefit from Marshall and an improved offensive line. The 

Giants rode a significantly improved front four with the healthy return of DE JPP and FA additions DE Vernon and DT 

Harrison to form a talented front. The secondary is one of the best in the game, though only marginal depth. Top flight 

corners, Janoris Jenkins and DRC plus #1 pick Eli Apple form a talented trio. Young safety Darian Thompson returns 

from a foot injury to couple impact defender Landon Collins to form a very athletic secondary. DC Steve Spagnuolo 

continues to turn this unit into one of the emerging defenses in the NFC. The Giants rely on the front four to set the 

pace with further improvement critical to win the NFC East. This club can win the division after taking nice steps in 

2016. NFC East title is a real possibility here, though only with a better rushing attack and key performers stay healthy. 

  

Philadelphia Eagles – 7-9 - Head Coach Doug Pederson - 2nd Year   

The Eagles focused their top three selections on 

their changing defense. With their #1 pick, they chose DE 

Derek Barnett, a relentless edge rusher with a burst to close 

on the passer. Also, tough vs the run despite marginal size 

to be complete three down defender in time. Made fast 

progress over his late career with top competition and had a 

high level of production that could earn him rookie starting 

time. With the #2 pick, they selected CB Sidney Jones, a 

savvy cover man who fell off a postseason injury that set him 

back. He carried a top 20 grade and was good value here. 

He is a fluid quick corner who breaks nicely on the ball and 

has a starting grade when healthy. He has made nice progress during his recovery and could be a factor during the 

second half of 2017 and possibly a nickel role. 

On the 3rd round, they drafted corner Rasul Douglas, a big physical corner best suited for a cover two 

scheme. He combines size, agility and technique to start in time in that type of scheme. He was a decent addition 

here with the upside to start in time and a fine backup for the short term. With two 4th round picks, they added 

wideout Mack Hollins and runner Donnel Pumphrey. WR Hollins is a big athlete coming off a shoulder injury. Raw 

receiver needs time in a system. Good coverage defender and could challenge for the gunner role early in his 

career. He was a reach this early with several higher rated receivers on the board. RB Pumphrey is a highly 

productive scatback with playmaking abilities in a few roles. He looks to replace talented veteran Darren Sproles. 

He has a good skills set, though a slight reach here. He comes off a 2100+ yard performance and fits here as a 

good 1A type. With two 5th round picks, they added wideout Shelton Gibson and safety Nate Gerry. WR Gibson is 

a speedster with run after the catch and return skills. He needs work on route running to earn time in multiple sets. 

He does have the talent to be a starting slot receiver with the speed to break plays. Good late selection. Safety 

Gerry is a hitter who the Eagles want to also look at the Will backer role. He moves well with sideline to sideline 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (14) Derek Barnett, DE - Tennessee 

2 (43) Sidney Jones, CB - Washington 

3 (99) Rasul Douglas, CB - West Virginia 

4 (118) Mack Hollins, WR - North Carolina 

4 (132) Donnel Pumphrey, RB - San Diego St 

5 (166) Shelton Gibson, WR - West Virginia 

5 (184) Nate Gerry, S/LB - Nebraska 

6 (214) Elijah Qualls, DT - Washington 
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speed and the cover skills to matchup with backs and tight ends. Interesting project should provide impact on 

coverage units.  With three 7th round picks, they added DT Elijah Qualls, a stout run stuffer who can play all interior 

techniques. He lacks good pass rushing skills, but he can stack well and control the combo blocks inside. He is a 

good addition for their tackle rotation. He was a decent late addition.                        Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Eagles addressed the receiving corps in FA and added Alshon Jeffery and 

Torrey Smith to join starter Jordan Matthews to form a solid unit. They added guard Chance Warrick to their offensive 

line and he will compete with second year OL Isaac Semualo to the left guard job. They added DL Timmy Jernigan and 

Chris Long that offset the defections of Connor Barwin and Bennie Logan. They signed CB Patrick Robinson after 

losing vet Nolan Carroll to the Boys. They added a quality rookie UDFA class in WR/TE Billy Brown, RB Corey 

Clement, QB Jerod Evans, C Tyler Orlosky, S Tre Sullivan, DT Charles Walker, DT Winston Craig, WR Greg Ward, 

CB Jomal Wiltz, CB Randall Goforth and P Cameron Johnston. WR Brown can press veterans for roster spots here. 

DT Walker can surprise in this front. QB Evans is the ideal PS candidate if he shows talent in camp. OL Orlosky 

was a solid addition. Punter Johnston will press veteran Donnie Jones for job this preseason. 

Training Camp Objectives:  The Eagles begin their new era with coach Doug Peterson and rookie QB Carson Wentz 

with moderate success. Wentz looks like the real deal, but needs to take the next step after some rookie 

inconsistencies. The veteran receiving corps can improve this offense and help Wentz to take important strides. They 

focused on defense in the draft and look for improvement rushing the pass and in coverage. Top pick DE Derrick 

Barnett and young vet Timmy Jernigan with help this front four and maybe significantly. How much the offense 

improves will determine if the Eagles can compete in the NFC East. Slowly building a contender. 

 

San Francisco 49ers - 2-14 - Head Coach Kyle Shanahan - 1st Year  

The 49ers held the 2nd most selections in the draft with 

10 picks. Over the last five drafts, they have selected an 

amazing NFL record 54 prospects with marginal results and 

very limited production. In the first round, they chose a DE 

Solomon Thomas and LB Reuben Foster, making it the past six 

#1 picks from the defensive side. The pick of Thomas was the 

third year in a row they chose a front line defender in the first 

round. Thomas can play both un and down and is a scheme 

diverse defender. He has a huge upside as a pro, and should 

be a factor in their front immediately as either a starter or 

situational player. He has the talent to be a difference maker in 

this scheme and give them a blue chip three down defender 

early in the NFL. They traded into the last pick in the first round 

and choose LB Reuben Foster. He addresses a pressing need on the inside after abrupt retirements of both Patrick 

Willis and Chris Borland. Foster was very productive at a high level and is capable of winning the starting job this 

preseason. He has the talent to be a three-down defender and benefit from the blue-chip front-line talent and be a 

factor in both the run and pass defense.  

With their two #3 picks, they added corner Ahkello Witherspoon and QB C.J. Beathard. Witherspoon is a 

talented emerging cover man. He has intriguing measureables and the skills to win in matchups. He will have to 

prove ready to earn early playing time, but has the upside clubs seek in a quality man cover corner. QB Beathard 

was a reach this early and a prospect we projected as a marginal top 200 player. The extra selections they received 

for trading from #2 to #3 that lost them Mitchell Trubisky may prove to be a major mistake. Beathard joins veterans 

Brian Hoyer and Matt Barkley in a three depth chart of 3rd string passers. With their 4th round pick, they added 

runner Joe Williams, a fast one cut type of runner. He comes off a big final season that elevated his stock. He can 

win the backup role and probably gets some reps with experience.  

With two 5th round picks, they added TE George Kittle and WR Trent Taylor. TE Kittle is a tough 

deceptively athletic prospect. He is a well-developed blocker and shows reliable hands to give them a high level #2 

TE with starting potential. He was a solid addition. WR Taylor is a quick sure handed slot receiver who was 

schooled in a pro-style offense. He gives them a potential starting slot receiver, though a slight reach here. With two 

6th round picks, they added DT DJ Jones and LB Pita Taumoepenu, both good fits for their defensive front. DT 

Jones is a good run stuffer with experience in both the zero and three technique roles. He can help in tackle 

rotation. LB Taumoepenu is a tweener defender who was an effective edge rusher over his final season. He will get 

a long look as a situational defender to help improve their pass rush. On the 7th round, they added CB Adrian 

Colbert, a big versatile defender who has seen time at both corner and safety. He can win a roster spot here on a 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (3) Solomon Thomas, DE - Stanford 

1 (31) Reuben Foster, LB - UCLA 

3 (66) Ahkello Witherspoon, CB - Colorado 

3 (104) C.J. Beathard, QB - Iowa 

4 (121) Joe Williams, RB - Utah 

5 (146) George Kittle, TE - Iowa 

5 (177) Trent Taylor, WR - Louisiana Tech 

6 (198) D.J. Jones, DT - Mississippi 

6 (202) Pita Taumoepenu, LB - Utah 

7 (229) Adrian Colbert, CB - Miami 
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young unit that hopes to see a few defenders realize their potential. Colbert has the size, speed and athleticism to 

challenge for the gunner role. Sleeper prospect with NFL talent.             Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The 49ers made wholesale changes with a huge roster turnover. They signed a 

very large FA class with many marginal veteran starters added. Veteran QB Brian Hoyer could be the stop gap 

starter here after the departure of Colin Kaepernick and Blaine Gabbert. They parted ways with many veterans who 

are either past their prime or failed to play up to their draft status. They did part ways with WRs Torrey Smith and 

Quinton Patton. They look to their young roster to step up and hope they provide some improvement this season. 

They added a mediocre class of rookie UDFAs including QB Nick Mullens, TE Cole Hikutini, RB Matt Breida, OT Erik 

Magnuson, WR Kendrick Bourne, OL Darrell Williams, WR Victor Bolden, FB/TE Tyler McCloskey, OL John Flynn, OG 

Bret Treadway, OG Evan Goodman, DE Noble Nwachukwu, LB Donavin Newson, LB Jimmie Gilbert, S Lorenzo 

Jerome, S Malik Golden and CB Zach Franklin. TE Hikutini and OT Magnuson were good signings and they could 

surprise and make this roster. LB Gilbert fits this defense with experience. Safety Jerome has talent to surprise 

here and probably warrants at least a PS spot. 

Training Camp Objectives:  The 49ers’ continue to fall since the departure of HC Jim Harbaugh with both the offense 

and defense equally to blame. Their roster took a major overhaul this offseason and it could be a rocky comeback 

under Kyle Shanahan despite views to the contrary. They look young guard Joshua Garrett to step up after a tough 

baptism. New FA center Jeremy Zuttah hopes to anchor their line that features Pro Bow LT Joe Staley. The ground 

attack needs young runner Carlos Hyde to gets a tough FB in Kyle Juszcyk to led the way. He needs to prove to be a 

more durable game to game workhorse. Veteran wideouts Pierre Garcon and Jeremy Kerley have to step in and help 

the new QB. The SF defense ranked as the worst in the game with the most points surrendered and the inability to 

stop the run on any level. They added another front seven defender in Solomon Thomas to join two recent #1 picks, 

DEs Arik Armstead and DeForest Buckner to give this front quality talent tandem to build around. LB NaVorro Bowman 

hopes to prove durable the leader on a young unit. Young LB Aaron Lynch must prove durable, but is an emerging 

pass rusher. The young secondary has struggled recently and needs former top picks Jimmy Ward and Eric Reid to 

step up this season after inconsistent early performances. The 49ers face a tough schedule in a strong division and 

faces a difficult learning curve. Their offense must make major improvement to become respectable and competitive.  

Kyle Shanahan faces massive growing pains here to build a team that can compete for playoff contention.  

  

Seattle Seahawks – 10-5-1 - Head Coach Pete Carroll - 8th Year   

The Seahawks had another large draft class and 

traded back in the 1st round for another 2nd round selection 

and other picks. With their two #2 picks, they drafted DL Malik 

McDowell and OL Ethan Pocic. DL McDowell is a tweener 

lineman who projects inside in the three technique and 

outside at the strongside roles. He is a blue-chip athlete with 

a very inconsistent final season after being considered a 

potential top ten choice. He figures to push for starting time or 

a key rotational defender. Best suited as a pass rusher, if he 

refines his technique and improves his overall strength. Pocic 

is a big physical blocker who projects to any position but best 

suited for center and guard. He was great value here and he 

addressed a pressing issue on the Seahawks line. He has 

interesting upside that could justify the selection. He needs to 

start inside at guard early with veteran Justin Britt entrenched in the pivot.  

With four 3rd round selections, they choose CB Shaquill Griffin, safety Delano Hill, DT Nazir Jones and 

wideout Amara Darboh. CB Griffin was a rising prospect off prototypical skills and figures to challenge for time in 

the nickel and dime packages. Kid has a big upside. Safety Hill had an impressive final season and has the skills to 

eventually start after work on his coverage. He should be a premier special teams’ defender and possible a gunner. 

DT Jones is a young mobile athlete with good lateral skills to be an inside force vs the run. Nice upside with further 

technique development. Wideout Darboh is a physical receiver who improved significantly over his late career. He 

is a solid addition here and a deceptive threat to be a factor here. He has starting potential after settling into the 

offense. With their 4th round pick, they chose safety Tedric Thompson, a savvy sure tacking defender with a nice 

level of development. He was fine value here and the third safety and fourth defensive back chosen among their 11 

overall selections.  

With two 6th round picks, they chose safety Mike Tyson and OL Justin Senior. Tyson is a smooth defender 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

2 (35) Malik McDowell, DL - Michigan St 

2 (58) Ethan Pocic, OC - LSU 

3 (90) Shaquill Griffin, CB - UCF 

3 (95) Delano Hill, S - Michigan 

3 (102) Nazir Jones, DT - North Carolina 

3 (106) Amara Darboh, WR - Michigan 

4 (111) Tedric Thompson, S - Colorado 

6 (187) Mike Tyson, S - Cincinnati 

6 (210) Justin Senior, OT - Mississippi St 

7 (226) David Moore, WR - East Central 

7 (249) Christopher Carson, RB - Oklahoma St 
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with fine range and sure tackling skills. He will have to impress on coverage units and he is capable of winning a 

gunner role, in addition to settling into the dime package and pressing time with some development. Good pick OL 

Senior was over his head at the Senior Bowl vs speed. He needs work, but can make this club with only marginal 

depth. He must be in better condition to utilize his skills and win a roster spot. With two 7th round picks, they chose 

wideout David Moore and runner Christopher Carson. WR Moore is a well-built D2 athlete with speed and the raw 

skills to develop further. His route development is critical and probably relegates him to backup duty and possibly 

kickoff return time. Good long-term prospect. RB Carson is a downhill power back with fine durability and ball 

security. He comes after the Seahawks chose three backs in the NFL Draft 2016. He needs work on his receiving 

skills, but can win a roster spot with a good performance in camp.       Grade: C+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Seahawks had some salary cap room to be aggressive in the open market 

and focused on lineman Luke Joeckel and runner Eddie Lacy. Joeckel is needed to play up to his draft status and 

become a roadgrader in this attack that wants to play power football. He gets a first look at LT this preseason. RB 

Lacy will compete for feature back role but will have to prove in shape to beat out Thomas Rawls and CJ Prosise. 

They lost many backups with starters DT Tony McDaniel and PK Stephen Hauschka key departures. Retired RB 

Marshawn Lynch was traded to the Raiders. They signed a very average group of rookie UDFAs in FB Algernon 

Brown, QB Skyler Howard, WR Darreus Rogers, OG Jordan Roos, TE Tyrone Swoopes, DT Jeremy Liggins, LB Otha 

Peters and LB Nick Usher. WR Rogers was a fine addition and a kid with some work can compete for time in 

multiple sets. TE Swoopes has talent to surprise as an H-back and a flex role his best positions.  

Training Camp Objectives: The Seahawks won the weak NFC West title and advanced to the second round where 

they were blasted by the Falcons. They missed the temporarily retired feature back Marshawn Lynch that left their 

ground game near the bottom of the league. QB Russell Wilson had a good season, but struggled to put points on the 

board in many big game situations. They need new backs to step up and improve their poor 93 yards per game 

average. The offensive line may hold the key to any offensive improvement after a poor performance in pass protection 

and run blocking. Their defense is still among the better units in the game with their front four setting the pace. They 

added quality rookies for their line rotation that HC Pete Carroll utilizes well. The highly regarded secondary added four 

draft choices, mainly safeties after several injury concerns. LBing units set the pace here with veterans, Bobby Wagner 

and KJ Wright the core of a talented thin unit. The secondary features big corners Sherman and Lane who can cover 

and are physical with safeties Thomas and Chancellor a quality pair. The Seahawks face a soft early schedule and 

little competition except for Arizona in the NFC West. Their offense improvement will be vital to return to the NFL 

playoffs and beat the high caliber contenders in the NFC.   

 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers - 9-7 - Head Coach Dirk Koetter - 2nd Year  

The Bucs addressed only their skill positions and 

defense with their six picks. With the 10th overall selection, 

they were surprised to find TE OJ Howard available and 

quickly chose the talented prospect. Howard gives them an 

impact two-way weapon and a missing dimension in this 

attack. His big play ability in key situations gives QB Jameis 

Winston a great new addition. He carried a top 10 grade on 

our final Top 100 value board and was excellent value here.  

On the 2nd round, they chose safety Justin Evans, a 

strong hitter with good range to go sideline to sideline. He is fast athlete with raw cover skills and the package to be 

a quality free safety in time. He was a slight reach at the 50
th
 overall pick and will have to improve in coverage and 

win a starting role to justify that selection. With two 3rd round picks, they selected wideout Chris Godwin and LB 

Kendell Beckwith. WR Godwin came on strong over his final season. He shows sure hands and good body control 

and the route discipline to provide a fine target. He was a solid addition with the development to help immediately in 

three wideout sets as a slot receiver. LB Beckwith is a physical Mike man who sustained a late 2016 knee injury 

that pushed him down the charts. He can play both the Mike and Sam spots and is expected to press for starting 

time when fully healthy. He was very productive at a high level and maybe as a three-down starter once fully 

healthy.  

On the 5th round, they chose RB Jeremy McNichols, a tough compact back rusher with big play ability. He 

settles into a backfield with no clear feature back and can get reps as a rookie with a good preseason. He fell off 

some concerns about his knee. He is a versatile back, though needs work on his receiving and blocking. Excellent 

value here and capable of paying big dividends. With their 7th round pick, they chose DT Stevie Tu’ikolovatu, an 

overage defender with developed run stuffing skills. He figures in their tackle rotation though mainly an early down 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (19) O.J. Howard, TE - Alabama 

2 (50) Justin Evans, S - Texas A&M 

3 (84) Chris Godwin, WR - Penn St 

3 (107) Kendell Beckwith, LB - LSU 

5 (162) Jeremy McNichols, RB - Boise St 

7 (223) Stevie Tu’ikolovatu, DT - Southern Cal 
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and short yardage defender. He was a good late gamble with the playmaking ability between the tackles.                 

   Grade: C+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Bucs ungraded their roster in FA wideout DeSean Jackson signing to give 

them a vertical threat opposite Mike Evans. Jackson is a burner who takes the top off defenses and gives QB 

Jameis Winston an impact weapon. They added DT Chris Baker and safety JJ Wilcox, in addition to PK Nick Foles.  

DT Baker will compliment Pro Bowler Gerald McCoy. PK Foles will push erratic Roberto Aguayo this preseason. 

They parted ways with veterans, LB Daryl Smith, QB Mike Glennon, safety Bradley McDougald and wideouts 

Vincent Jackson, Cecil Shorts and Russell Shepard. They added a quality group of rookie FA and signed TE Antony 

Auclair, OT Cole Gardner, OT Korren Kirven, QB Sefo Liafau, DE Deondre Barnett, LB Richie Brown; LB Riley 

Bullough, CB Maurice Fleming, S Alex Gray, LB Paul Magloire, CB Jon Moxey, WR Thomas Sperbeck and WR Bobo 

Wilson. They like TE Auclair and LB Brown very much and feel they can both win roster spots or land a PS position.  

Training Camp Objectives: The Bucs' finished second in the NFC South with their first winning record in years at 

9-7. New HC Dirk Koetter direct them to a 6-2 finish they hope to carry into the 2017 season and end their 9 year 

playoff drought. Young starting QB Jameis Winston has settled into the position nicely and cut down on his 

mistakes significantly in his second season. The ground game fell dramatically with back Doug Martin missing half 

the 2016 season with a drug suspension. Receiver Mike Evans has become a talented performer with Winston’s 

development. Rookie TE OJ Howard joins emerging starter Cameron Brate to form a potentially dangerous tandem.  

The young defense relies on speed with second year DE Noah Spence coming on as an edge rusher. DT Gerald 

McCoy commands special attention while Mike backer Kwon Alexander and Will Lavonte David are two of the best 

younger defenders in the league. Their young secondary needs to improve further and have allowed huge yardage 

totals and overall points. Corner Vernon Hargreaves could form new starting tandem along with veteran Brent Grimes. 

Bucs are ready to take the next step and could surprise and win the NFC South outright. They need the ground game 

to improve and the defense to pressure the QB more to protect with average type secondary. 

 

Washington Redskins - 8-7-1 - Head Coach Jay Gruden - 4th Year  

The Skins addressed their poor defense with their 

top three selections. In the first round, they chose DL 

Jonathan Allen, a versatile lineman who can lineup inside 

and outside and is scheme diverse. He was highly 

productive at Alabama and a difference maker over his final 

two seasons. He is expected to win a starting job and 

become a cornerstone defender here on a front that showed 

only marginal production in 2016.   

With their 2nd round pick, they picked LB Ryan 

Anderson, a tough edge defender with nice production in the 

SEC. He has played both up and down and best suited for 

the Sam spot. He holds the edge very well and has the 

power to bull rush and pressure the pocket. He can press for 

time in the package defenses and has a starting grade in time. Though not highly athletic, he is a physical backer 

with impressive big game experience and should start here fairly early in his career. On the 3rd round, they 

selected corner Fabian Moreau, a fast agile cover man with good ball skills. There are some injury concerns after 

tearing a pectoral muscle during the postseason that sets him back until August. He has a fast rising cover man off 

a big East-West performance. He was very good value here if right medically. He is a tough cover man and carries 

an NFL starting grade after a strong finish to his Pac 12 career vs top competition.  

With their two 4th round picks, they choose RB Samaje Perine and safety Montae Nicholson. RB Perine is 

a power back with reliable hands. He gives them much needed goal line and short yardage runner. He can win a 1A 

type role early in his career with the upside to start in time. Safety Nicholson tested well at the NFL Combine that 

should allow him to be a factor on coverage units, maybe as a gunner. He needs to improve in pass coverage both 

his ball skills and play recognition. He was a reach this early and not ready for time in the dime package until 

coverage improvement and awareness. On the 5th round, they chose TE Jeremy Sprinkle, a physical inline blocker 

with reliable hands. He gives them a solid inline blocker on a unit with talented receivers Jordan Reed and Vernon 

Davis. On the 6th round, they chose OL Chase Roullier and WR Robert Davis. OL Roullier covers all the interior 

roles and is well developed there. He was good value here and a guy who make this club and eventually press for 

starting time. WR Davis is a size/speed athlete who raw in many key areas as a receiver. Marginal make it grade 

and most likely needs time on the PS.   

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (17) Jonathan Allen, DE - Alabama 

2 (49) Ryan Anderson, LB - Alabama 

3 (81) Fabian Moreau, CB - UCLA 

4 (114) Samaje Perine, RB - Oklahoma 

4 (123) Montae Nicholson, S - Michigan St 

5 (154) Jeremy Sprinkle, TE - Arkansas 

6 (199) Chase Roullier, OL - Wyoming 

6 (209) Robert Davis, WR - Georgia Southern 

7 (230) Josh Harvey-Clemons, LB/S -  Louisville 

7 (235) Josh Holsey, CB - Auburn 
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With two 7th round picks, they added LB Josh Harvey-Clemons and corner Josh Holsey. Harvey-Clemons 

is a backer/safety tweener. He will have to impress on coverage teams and carve a niche on the defense like a 

nickel backer role to make this roster. He has interesting upside but must impress in camp to warrant a longer look. 

CB Holsey is fast athletic with a long injury history that pushed him down the charts. He was a four-year starter vs 

top competition and graded out highly during that period. If he is healthy, he could be a major steal and emerge in 

this average secondary. Holsey was the third defensive back in this class hoping to improve their weak secondary.  

   Grade: C+  

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Skins tried to offset their FA losses, but the replaced veterans were a cut 

below the former starters. They were quick to sign veteran wideouts Terrelle Pryor and Brian Quick, though not 

comparable to departed vets DeSean Jackson and Pierre Garcon. They also signed DTs Terrell McClain and Stacy 

McGee to replace DT Chris Baker. They did add veteran defenders LB Zach Brown and safety DJ Swearinger, both 

of whom should win starting jobs in camp. Other FA losses were aging veterans like DT Cullen Jenkins, safety 

Donte Whitner and C John Sullivan. The Skins signed an average rookie UDFA class, including OG Tyler Catalina, 

OG Kyle Kalis, WR Levern Jacobs, WR Zach Pascal, WR James Quick, DL Brandon Banks, DT Ondre Pipkins and S 

Fish Smithson. OL Catalina and Kalis have NFL talent to make this roster that has marginal depth. WR Pascal is a big 

sure handed who might earn a PS spot.  

Training Camp Objectives: The Skins failed to repeat in defense of their NFC East title. They franchise tagged gritty 

QB Kirk Cousins who had another fine performance. He needs former #1 pick wideout Josh Doctson to be healthy and 

show his big play ability. He goes to playmaker, TE Jordan Reed often. Cousins holds the key to their production, but 

needs young runners Rob Kelley and Matt Jones to step up. Their battered defense will probably have at least five 

new starters. The defense gave up huge yardage, both on the ground and through the air. They will have a new front 

line and a few other new vets. LB Zach Brown was a late signing and gives them a fast inside defender and fine 

addition. Their secondary will probably have two new starters with vet safety Swearinger expected to win a job. They 

need CB Kendall Fuller or rookie Fabian Moreau to step in and stabilize their nickel and dime packages. They face a 

tough schedule and have major questions related to the ground game, in addition to their defense overall that must 

improve significantly to compete for a playoff spot.  

 

American Conference 
Baltimore Ravens - 8-8 - Head Coach John Harbaugh - 10th Year 

The Ravens had a strong draft class with their top 

four picks from defense of 7 overall selections. GM Ozzie 

Newsome and Eric DeCosta stayed with their value board 

well and it reflects in another strong overall class. They want 

to address the secondary and edge spots and were excited 

CB Marlon Humphrey was available with the 16th overall 

selection. They chose Humphrey off his grade and Alabama 

roots. They expect him to start immediately or challenge for 

the nickel corner role. He has big game experience and 

carries an early NFL starting grade and easily wins the 

nickel role in the short term. He was a quality solid and safe selection for their aging secondary. 

With their 2nd round pick, they chose LB Tyus Bowser, a quick tweener edge rusher with big play ability. 

He has the burst to shoot a gap and disrupt plays. He should be an excellent addition to their front and see time in 

situational sets where his quickness can be very effective. He was nice value here and a defender who start as a 

rookie or contribute early in their packages. Speed rusher with big upside after some technique and strength work. 

On the 3rd round, they chose DL Chris Wormley and LB Tim Williams. Wormley is a big versatile mobile defender 

with fine skill set to play the five or three technique roles. He can win a starting job early in this scheme and he has 

nice upside as a pro. He was an excellent value and probable rookie contributor, possibly winning a starting job. 

DE/LB Tim Williams is a fast edge rusher who makes big plays. He excelled in pass rushing skills and is another 

Ozzie Newsome Alabama guy. Williams is a huge boom or bust guy. He may never be more than an edge rusher, 

but can be a game changer in that role and must be accounted for on every snap in passing situations. He was a 

good game here.  

With their #4 pick, they chose OG Nico Siragusa, a powerful inline blocker who addresses a clear need. He 

needs work in pass protection and making contact on the second level. Quality starter in time.  With their #5 pick, 

they came right back and chose OL Jermaine Eluemunor who projects both to guard and tackle. Athletic wide body 

blocker who is just learning to use his natural power and agility. Rising kid off his potential and a prospect to watch 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (16) Marlon Humphrey, CB - Alabama 

2 (47) Tyus Bowser, LB - Houston 

3 (74) Chris Wormley, DE - Michigan 

3 (78) Tim Williams, LB - Alabama 

4 (122) Nico Siragusa, OG - San Diego St 

5 (159) Jermaine Eluemunor, OG - Texas A&M 

6 (186) Chuck Clark, DB - Virginia Tech 
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after fast late career development. Intriguing upside from here and good addition with time on this unit. With their #6 

pick, they chose safety Chuck Clark, a big hitter with the skills to impress on coverage units. He is fine value this 

late and fits a cover two scheme best. He must improve his instincts and initial reads to earn a roster spot and time 

to settle into the system. He is a prospect with the makeup to be a surprise and a good late gamble.                         

       Grade: B+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Ravens signed a few key veterans in CB Brandon Carr, safety Tony 

Jefferson and RB Danny Woodhead. Carr will press for starting time and give this unit fine depth. Jefferson couples 

with vet Eric Weddle to give the Ravens one of the better safety tandems in the league. RB Woodhead can fill a 

situational/returner role here. They lost starting OT Rick Wagner, DE Elvis Dumervil, S Matt Elam and FB Kyle 

Juszcyk. They also lost starters, LB Zac Orr, CB Shareece Wright, OL Jeremy Zuttah, DE Larence Guy and CB 

Jerraud Powers. They traded DT Timmy Jernigan to move up in the 3rd round in this draft class. Vet wideout Steve 

Smith retired after an excellent career. They signed veteran wideout Jeremy Maclin after the draft and he gives 

them a missing vertical threat. They signed UDFAs, WR Quincy Adeboyejo, WR CJ Board, WR Tim White, WR 

Aaron Bailey, RB Taquan Mizzell, FB Ricky Ortiz, C Brandon Kublanow, G Maurquice Shakir, OT Roubeens Joseph, S 

Donald Payne, DT Patrick Ricard, LB Randy Allen, LB Bam Bradley, CB Carlos Davis, S Daniel Henry, CB Jaylen Hill 

and P Kenny Allen. WR Adeboyejo was a fine addition and good fit for this receiving corps. RB Mizzell is a hidden 

gem and can become a factor as a situational performer.  

Training Camp Objectives: The Ravens missed the playoffs again and for the third time in four years since their 

Super Bowl title. Strong armed QB Joe Flacco had a good season while coming off knee surgery. He failed to win 

many close contests with a weak ground game a chief liability. The line benefited from the selection of #1 LT 

Ronnie Stanley and he performed well as a rookie. They look to former top pick wideout Breshad Perriman and TE 

Max Williams to get healthy and become key contributors in this offense. The loss of vet Steve Smith leaves a big 

opening they hope Maclin fills. Their weak ground game places pressure on Flacco to produce weekly and they 

need young backs Javorius Allen, Terrance West or Kenneth Dixon to step up behind new vet Woodhead. The 

defense will look for a boost from the draft class that focused on each unit with their first four draft selections. 

Veteran LB C.J. Mosley has been a key leader of this young unit that ranks within the top ten in every vital statistic. 

The secondary looks to new vet Jefferson and top pick CB Humphrey to give them leadership and more big plays.  

The big questions remain on offense are the line and ground game. The tough defense is changing for the better 

and may improve them to rank with the premier units in the game and return to the AFC playoffs.   

 

Buffalo Bills - 7-9 - Head Coach Sean McDermott - 1st Year 

The Bills focused on their battered defense with their 

first selection. In the first round, they selected CB Tre’Davious 

White, a big agile cover man with big play ability. The Bills had 

to replace the loss of FA corner Stephon Gilmore. White is 

highly developed to challenge for a rookie starting assignment. 

He was a solid addition.   

On the 2nd and 3rd rounds, they traded up and had two 

#2 picks and chose wideout Zay Jones and OL Dion Dawkins. 

They addressed two pressing needs areas. WR Jones is a well-

developed receiver who can step in immediately in three wideout sets. He runs fine routes and displays the best 

hands in this class to be an early factor. He was a solid addition. OL Dawkins was a fast rising blocker who has the 

agility and power to start with some further development.  He projects to both guard and right tackle and probably 

early in his career.  

On the 5th round, they chose LB Matt Milano and QB Nathan Peterman. LB Milano is a fine fit here and the 

fast outside backer they want for the Will position. He is a quality run and chase backer with the components to be 

a top special teams’ performer and possible nickel backer role. QB Peterman is a fine game manager with marginal 

NFL starting talent. He was good value here and part of a few backups along with Cardale Jones who will via for 

the starting job in time. With their 6th round pick, they chose LB Tanner Vallejo, an athletic Will backer who was 

very productive when healthy. He is a good athlete with speed and toughness. He needs work on reading routes 

and making sound decisions. He was a very good special teams’ performer that probably earns him a roster spot 

with a good healthy preseason performance. He can win a nickel role early in his career and was a good late 

gamble with high reward for the 195th overall selection.                                 Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Bills signed mostly second tier veterans again to offset a huge roster 

turnover. They hope CB Shareece Wright fills a key role in young secondary. They lost key FAs, CB Stephon 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (27) Tre’Davious White, CB - LSU 

2 (37) Zay Jones, WR - East Carolina 

2 (63) Dion Dawkins, OL - Temple 

5 (163) Matt Milano, LB - Boston College 

5 (171) Nathan Peterman, QB - Pittsburgh 

6 (195) Tanner Vallejo, LB - Boise St 
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Gilmore, wideouts Marquise Goodwin and Robert Woods and LB Zach Brown which left holes at vital positions. 

They parted ways with colossal 1st round bust, QB EJ Manuel among other marginal veterans. They added a big 

rookie UDFAs class including RB Jordan Johnson, WR Brandon Reilly, WR Daikiel Shorts, TE Jason Croom, TE 

Keith Towbridge, OG Greg Pyke, OG Zach Voytek, DE Marquavius Lewis, DT Nigel Williams, S B.T. Sanders, CB 

Marcus Sayles, LB Logan Abner, LB Anthony Harrell and P Austin Rehkow. TE Croom can make this roster with a 

good camp and could become a core special teams’ performer. OL Pike is an interesting kid who needs some time, 

but could develop inside at guard over time and become a huge surprise. 

Training Camp Objectives: The Bills enter camp with a new regime under new HC Sean McDermott and GM 

Brandon Beane. They cleaned house this offseason to begin a hopefully new era. Young QB Tyrod Taylor had a 

decent 2016 season and enters his contract year to prove he is the long-term answer here. Veteran wideout Sammy 

Watkins missed half the 2016 season with his second foot surgery. He faces a pivotal season to be considered the #1 

guy here after three injury riddled seasons. Their ground game has talented playmaker LeSean McCoy whose 

productive covers a multiple of team liabilities. He needs stay healthy to duplicate another top performance. The line 

may determine the success of the offense and needs to protect Taylor much better after a weak effort. The defense 

faces a critical period after a subpar 2016 performance. DL Marcus Dareus must return to his former level for this unit 

to come together. Young defenders DE Lawson and LB Ragland need to step in and improve their weak rushing 

defense. Corner Darby must return to his rookie form. Rookie top pick White is expected to start here. The Bills are 

developing a good young core roster, but face key questions on offense especially the long term QB spot and line. HC 

McDermott must get this defense to win the LOS and stuff the ground game. They will be hard pressed to get to the 

playoffs and end their 17 year playoff drought.       

 

Cincinnati Bengals - 6-9-1 - Head Coach Marvin Lewis - 15th Year   

The Bengals added to one of the stronger rosters in the 

league. They added 11 draft selections and selected players 

with high grades at key need areas. On the 1st round, they 

chose WR John Ross, a fast playmaker who they hope becomes 

a fine compliment opposite Pro Bowler AJ Green. Ross has 

freakish speed that demands deep coverage. He has the 

quickness off the line to be dangerous on the underneath routes 

and run after the catch. Potential game breaker if he proves 

healthy. On the 2nd round, they selected RB Joe Mixon, a 

talented versatile back with major off the field issues. Bengals 

have ignored off the field issues related to talented players in 

recent years that has caused problems especially in key late 

games. Mixon can earn times as a 1A type off his well-rounded 

skills to run inside and outside and fine receiving talent. He can 

play a role in the return game.       

On the 3rd round, they chose DE Jordan Willis, a versatile edge defender who can rush the passer and 

stuff the run. He made fast late career progress that improved his rating. He had a good postseason that moved 

him into the top 75. He should see time in situational defenses and has big play ability. His versatility gives the 

Bengals a key backup to fill a few positions plus a few roles in the end rotation. He was good value here. 

With three 4th round picks, they added LB Carl Lawson, wideout Josh Malone and DT Ryan Glasgow. 

Lawson can play a key early role as a situational edge rusher. He is an aggressive defender who supports the run 

well and tackles in space. He fits a tweener role and can be a very effective role defender before probably starting 

in time. He fell in the draft due to knee concerns, but was solid middle round value. WR Malone is a young raw 

receiver who will sit for a year or two and has a big upside with route and defensive recognition development. He is 

an agile physical receiver with good size and long speed. DT Glasgow had a strong final season that improved his 

grade. He must prove healthy after an injury riddled college career. He can play a role in their tackle rotation with a 

good preseason. With two 5th round picks, they selected PK Jake Elliott and OL JJ Dielman. PK Elliott is an 

accurate kicker who beat out vet Mike Nugent. He needs a good preseason, but gives the Bengals a more 

consistent kicker for the long-term. OL Dielman was one of four Utah offensive linemen drafted. He plays every 

position but projects more to center where he can surprise in time and challenge for the starting job. He was 

excellent value here on a young unit that needs to step up this fall. 

With two 6th round picks, they selected LB Jordan Evans and DB Brandon Wilson. LB Evans is a fast 

defender with versatility to challenge for the nickel role this preseason. He has the makeup to be an immediate 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (9) John Ross, WR - Washington 

2 (48) Joe Mixon, RB - Oklahoma 

3 (73) Jordan Willis, DE - Kansas St 

4 (116) Carl Lawson, DE - Auburn 

4 (128) Josh Malone, WR - Tennessee 

4 (138) Ryan Glasgow, DT - Michigan 

5 (153) Jake Elliott, PK - Memphis 

5 (176) J.J. Dielman, OL - Utah 

6 (193) Jordan Evans, LB - Oklahoma 

6 (207) Brandon Wilson, DB - Houston 

7 (251) Mason Schreck, TE - Buffalo 
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special teams’ performer. DB Brandon Wilson is a fast versatile athlete who gets a first look in the secondary. He 

has sub 4.4 speed and can win the kickoff return job in camp. He can be a major boost to special teams and may 

also challenge for the gunner role. On the 7th round, they added TE Mason Schreck, a big athlete with nice speed 

and skills to win a roster spot. He had impressive workouts and figures to help on special teams where he must 

earn a roster spot. He is a good athlete who is still raw as a blocker. He has the skill set to make nice progress, 

though he must get reps to develop and has interesting upside in time.        Grade: A 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Bengals made few changes in FA and added LB Kevin Minter and OT 

Andre Smith. LB Minter gives them a tough smart defender to minimize the loss of Rey Maualuga and Karlos 

Dansby. OT Smith returns to the Bengals and may move inside to guard here. They lost LT Andrew Whitworth and 

guard Kevin Zeitler. Whitworth’s replacements were drafted two years ago in Cedric Igbuehi and Jake Fisher. OL 

Smith gets the nod inside with an easy adjustment. They hope to replace the marginal veterans with a strong deep 

draft class. They added rookie free agents TE-FB Cethan Carter, WR Karel Hamilton, WR Monty Madaris, FB Darrin 

Laufasa, G/T Kent Perkins, G/T Dustin Stanton, OT Landon Lechler, DT Josh Tupou, LB Hardy Nickerson, LB 

Brandon Bell, S Demetrious Cox, RB Jarveon Williams and RB Stanley Williams. TE Carter will press for time in 

multiple sets as an H-back and can make this squad. OL Perkins has talent to can make this roster and fill a backup 

role. DT Josh Tupou is a tough run stuffer and fill a backup role for early downs and short yardage situations.    

Training Camp Objectives:  The Bengals missed the postseason for the first time since 2009. They hope their young 

talented roster matures this season and takes the next step back to the postseason and find some success. Young QB 

Andy Dalton performs well despite weak protection and a weak ground game. Pro Bowl wideout AJ Green will 

welcome rookie top pick John Ross to take some of the double coverage off him. Both are impact weapons that Dalton 

hopes to exploit. Talented TE Tyler Eifert returns from multiple injuries and is a dangerous weapon when healthy. The 

ground game can improve with rookie Joe Mixon providing a versatile performer who will push starters Jeremy Hill and 

Gio Bernard after subpar seasons. The defense relies on an active front four with tackle Geno Atkins and end Carlos 

Dunlap the key performers along with DE Michael Johnson. The defense needs the Mike linebacker Kevin Minter to 

provide leadership for a reckless unit.  The Bengals’ secondary needs young talent like corners William Jackson and 

Darqueze Dennard to provide their nickel and dime packages a boost. They have to improve on both sides of the ball 

to win in the tough AFC North and reverse their annual disappointments. Both HC Marvin Lewis and QB Andy Dalton 

must recover from annual criticism and return to the postseason and find success to remain the key leaders here. 

 

Cleveland Browns - 1-15- Head Coach Hue Jackson - 2nd Year  

The Browns held the top overall selection plus two  

additional #1 picks, one from the blockbuster trade with the 

Eagles last year and the #29 pick this year for their #2 pick plus 

later selections. They had one of the biggest classes again this 

year with 10 overall picks including three in the first round and five 

in the top 65 choices.  

With the 1st overall pick, they choose DE Myles Garrett, a 

fast edge playmaker with good run stuffer skills. He was the 

premier prospects in this class, but must prove he can stay 

healthy as a pro. He gives them a rare scheme diverse defender 

and can be a difference maker in this 3-4 set. He sustained a 

minor foot injury in mini-camp. With the 25
th
 pick from a trade 

back from the 12
th
 overall choice to the Texans later first round selection. They chose safety Jabrill Peppers, a 

versatile athlete with an early starting grade. He can play in all the package defenses including a nickel backer role 

on 3
rd

 down situations. He was fine value here and a defender who can provide impact in a few roles. They traded 

for the 29
th
 pick with the 49ers and selected TE David Njoku, a big athlete with natural receiving skills to become a 

huge factor in the seam. He has a huge upside and has the talent to open this struggling offense up. Needs 

extensive work on his blocker.   

On the 2nd round, they selected QB DeShone Kizer, a young athlete with NFL talent. He is raw on 

important fundamentals for the position and needs to sit for at least a season, though he has the physical and 

mental package to be the Browns long term answer. He was excellent value at the 52
nd

 overall pick.    

On the 3rd round, they added DT Larry Ogunjobi, a quick interior tackle who could press for time as a 

situational rusher in nickel package. He is an emerging sack man who one of the most improved prospect in this 

class over the past year. He has fast developing technique and improving functional strength. He is a quality 

addition. With their 4th round selection, they chose CB Howard Wilson, a big cover man with raw athleticism. He 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (1) Myles Garrett, DE - Texas A&M 

1 (25) Jabrill Peppers, DB - Michigan 

1 (29) David Njoku, TE - Miami 

2 (52) DeShone Kizer, QB - Notre Dame 

3 (65) Larry Ogunjobi, DT - Charlotte 

4 (126) Howard Wilson, CB - Houston 

5 (160) Rod Johnson, OT - Florida St 

6 (185) Caleb Brantley, DT - Florida 

7 (224) Zane Gonzalez, PK - Arizona St 

7 (252) Matthew Dayes, RB - NC St 
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was injured in minicamp and will miss at least the first half of the season. He is a ball hawk and has the size and 

speed to earn a starting job in time with development.   

With their 5th round selection, OT Roderick Johnson, a massive tackle who fell off some development 

issues especially his footwork. He has a good chance to win a starting role in time, though his not ready for time 

now. He is a good long-term project. With their 6th round selection, they chose DT Caleb Brantley, a quick interior 

defender who fell off a domestic violence incident. He will have to impress this preseason to earn playing time. He 

will have to resolve incident with further evidence related to the violence situation. He fell from a marginal top 100 

grade to 185
th
 overall selection. With two 7th round picks, they added PK Zane Gonzalez and RB Matthew Dayes. 

Gonzalez has a powerful leg which will help him be effective in the weather by the Lake. He has a quick live leg and 

can be the answer here with a good preseason. RB Dayes is a tough compact back who will push the starters here. 

He is a quick back with good lateral cutting skills and the lower body power to run inside and outside. He was a fine 

addition to a struggling ground game. He can win a kickoff return job and a good late addition.             Grade: A 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Browns were aggressive in free agency again and added a few offensive 

players that can be quality starters here. They traded for young vet QB Brock Osweiler and actually received a few 

draft selections to take the contract off the hands of the Texans. Osweiler will compete for the starting job with Cody 

Kessler with rookie DeShone Kizer sitting initially. They also signed veteran wideout Kenny Britt and linemen Kevin 

Zeitler and JT Tretter. Britt replaces the loss of Terrelle Pryor. Zeitler and Tretter improve their interior and give this 

club a fine line that can be the catalyst of a strong ground game. They part ways with QBs RG3 and Josh McCown.  

They also lost marginal starter OG Austin Pasztor. They added a few rookies from the open market in TE Taylor 

McNamara, DE Jamal Marcus, DE Karter Schult, LB B.J. Bello, LB Ladell Fleming, LB Kenneth Olugbode, CB J.D. 

Harmon, CB Alvin Hill, CB Channing Stribling, S Kai Nacua and DB Najee Murray. TE McNamara can make this squad 

especially with blocking improvement this preseason. DE Marcus has talent to fill a backup role here. Defenders, CB 

Stribling and Hill can make this team off a good preseason.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Browns have completed nine straight losing seasons with horrible draft selections 

the key contributor. New HC Hue Jackson limped through his first season with only a week 16
th
 victory from a total 

disaster. Jackson may regret passing on rookie QB Carson Wentz in the first round of the 2016 draft as the Browns 

continue to seek their leader. They parted ways with troubled star receiver Josh Gordon after continuous relapses and 

long suspensions. They look for former top pick Corey Coleman to play a bigger role this season opposite new vet 

Kenny Britt. The offensive line is once again one of the team’s strengths and can help this club gain respectability.  

Former top pick lineman Cameron Irving must justify his first-round grade this season. Their weak ground game must 

improve and hope young vets Isaiah Crowell and Duke Johnson produce consistently. The defense looks for fast 

improvement overall under DC Gregg Robinson. He will push young players DEs Myles Garrett and Emmanuel Ogbah 

to apply pressure off the edge. This unit gave up 28 points per game last season that left their defense ranked 31
st
 in 

the league. Pro Bowl corner Joe Haden looks for help from CB Jamar Taylor in a secondary that added rookie safety 

Jabrill Peppers. The Browns have won over five games only once in a decade and that was 7-9 in 2014. The Browns 

hope to set some building blocks this season, though do not appear to be ready to challenge the .500 mark. They 

could be playing for the top overall selection one more time with too many unanswered questions at key positions. 

   

 Denver Broncos - 9-7 - Head Coach - 1st Year    

The Broncos had eight draft picks after trades 

and compensatory picks and used them mainly on the 

offensive side of the ball. They chose OT Garett Bolles 

in the first round in hopes he solves their long term left 

tackle situation. He has excellent feet for the position, 

but needs some technique work and definite strength 

improvement.  

On the 2nd round, they drafted DE DeMarcus 

Walker, a strong side end with well-rounded skills to 

become a three-down defender. He was an excellent 

addition at this pressing need. He fits the five-technique 

end spot here with good length, quickness and hand usage. He should see time in the pass rushing package and 

possible reps inside. With two 3rd round picks, they drafted WR Carlos Henderson and CB Brendan Langley. 

Henderson is a playmaker who can win the slot receiver role where his run after the catch ability and give their 

struggling passing game a boost. He is also a top kickoff returner and was a solid addition here. CB Langley is a big 

cover man best suited for the cover two scheme. He is an agile athlete with speed and a prospect with good 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (20) Garett Bolles, OT - Utah 

2 (51) DeMarcus Walker, DE - Florida St 

3 (82) Carlos Henderson, WR - Louisiana Tech 

3 (101) Brendan Langley, CB - Lamar 

5 (145) Jake Butt, TE - Michigan 

5 (172) Isaiah McKenzie, WR - Georgia 

6 (203) De’Angelo Henderson, RB - Coastal Carolina 

7 (253) Chad Kelly, QB - Mississippi 
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matchup skills. He can win the gunner role on coverage units while he settles into this defense.    

With two 5th round picks, they drafted TE Jake Butt and WR Isaiah McKenzie. Butt was a player who fell off 

a late knee injury that may cost him at least the first half of the 2017 season. He was a first-round talent prior to the 

injury and gives the Broncos a quality two-way performer once healthy. He was an excellent late round gamble. WR 

McKenzie is a fast playmaker with good return skills. He gets a chance to win the return roles this preseason and fill 

a slot receiver role in multiple sets.  

On the 3rd round, they drafted safety Justin Simmons, a tall defender who tested out well during the 

postseason. He shows good range and tackling skills to make tackles. He lacks top recovery speed and needs to 

play in a zone scheme while he develops his man coverage skills. He may press for time in the dime defense and 

can be a core special teams’ defender early, though a reach in the top 100 selections. On the 4th round, they 

drafted Devontae Booker, a well-rounded back who fell on a late career knee injury. He was an excellent gamble 

here and the type of runner who can be an ideal complement to starter C.J. Johnson. Booker can win the 3
rd

 down 

back role if he proves healthy this preseason. Eventually, he can win the feature back role.  

With two 6th round pick, they chose RB De’Angelo Henderson, a short compact back with good quickness 

and power. He could surprise here and win a roster spot with a good preseason. He is an excellent goal line runner. 

 With their 7th round pick, they chose QB Chad Kelly with the final selection in the draft, ‘Mr Irrelevant’. He struggled 

through an injury riddled final season and postseason that pushed him down the charts. He was a fine late gamble 

and can win a roster spot. He has NFL starting talent, but must get right physically, in addition to proving his off the 

field issues are behind him.      Grade: C+     

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Broncos signed veteran OT Menelik Wilson and guard Ron Leary to 

address their biggest needs on offense. They might be part of a line that supplies at least three new starters. They 

also added veteran runner Jamaal Charles who will push for reps if healthy with a one-year contract. They lost 

veteran starters OT Russell Okung and DT Sylvester Williams on the open market. Pro Bowl DE DeMarcus Ware 

retired leaving a huge hole opposite Von Miller. They added a large group of rookie UDFAs in WR Anthony Nash, 

QB Kyle Sloter, OT Cameron Hunt, OG Erik Austell, S Dante Barnett, S Jamal Carter, S Orion Stewart, D Dymonte 

Thomas, DE Ken Ekanem, LB Jerrol Garcia-Williams, LB Josh Banderas, LB Deon Hollins, DT Tyrique Jarrett, DT 

Shakir Soto and CB Marcus Rios. S Carter is a tough defender and could surprise in dime defense and special 

teams’ coverage units. Stewart is a hitter who can make this roster on special teams’ value.   

Training Camp Objectives:  The Broncos have a young veteran group that will compete for the NFC West with 

improvement on the offensive side of the ball. Veteran QB Trevor Siemian hopes to hold off former top pick Paxton 

Lynch and retain the starting job. He has good in many situations despite multiple injuries and some unit limitations. 

The offense only ranked near the bottle of the pack with a poor ground game a major problem. The starter this season 

will operate around an offensive line with three new starters that may determine their true 2017 success. Look to young 

LT Garett Bolles to press for the starting job. Running backs CJ Anderson, Devontae Booker and Jamaal Charles will 

benefit from an improved line and form a well-rounded and deep backfield. New HC Vance Joseph looks the veteran 

defense to maintain despite the losses of impact defender DE Ware. They expect young LB Shane Ray to continue to 

build off a breakout 2016 season. LB Von Miller is still a major game changer who is in the prime of his career. The 

secondary was the #1 ranked pass defense in the league. The Broncos will look to their ground game to step up 

behind a new line. They expect HC Joseph can get this tough veteran defense to maintain with high ranking and stay 

alive in games as the young offense matures. Broncos may struggle to return to the playoffs this season. 

 

Houston Texans - 9-7 - Head Coach Bill O’Brien - 4th Year 

Texans’ traded up in the first round to select QB 

Deshaun Watson, a mobile athlete who lead Clemson to the 

national championship in 2017. He is a talented prospect who 

must improve under center and reading coverage as he drops 

in the pocket. He addresses a major need here on a playoff 

club with a premier defense and some quality components on 

offense. Veteran QB Tom Savage enters camp as the starter 

and is primed to surprise here, though will need consistently 

good protection. Watson has interesting upside, but needs time 

to develop now.  

 On the 2nd round, they drafted LB Zach Cunningham, a versatile big athlete with great production in the 

SEC. He can play any scheme and inside and outside and was excellent value here. He must get stronger and 

shed blockers better to play inside. His mobility and matchup skills may allow him to win a nickel backer role and 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (12) Deshaun Watson, QB - Clemson 

2 (57) Zach Cunningham, LB - Vanderbilt 

3 (89) D’Onta Foreman, RB - Texas 

4 (130) Julie’n Davenport, OT - Bucknell 

4 (142) Carlos Watkins, DT - Clemson 

5 (169) Treston Decoud, CB - Oregon St 

7 (243) Kyle Fuller, OC - Baylor 
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cover tight ends or backs. It may get a season as a situational defender and specials team play before he settles 

into this scheme and win a starting job. On the 3rd round, they added RB D’Onta Foreman, a big back who displays 

fine speed to break plays. He runs hard between the tackles with the ability to move the pile and make the tough 

inside yardage. He should be a fine compliment to starter Lamar Miller. He was a good addition here especially with 

a new young starting QB.   

With two 4th round picks, they selected OT Julie’n Davenport and DT Carlos Watkins. Davenport is a huge 

blocker with raw skills and the physical skills to develop in time. He was a good long-term addition and will benefit 

from a pro weight training program and further work on his technique. DT Watkins is a wide body interior defender 

who is very effective in the tackle box. He holds the point well and neutralizes the combo blocks. He was excellent 

value with the 142nd overall pick. He will challenge former teammate DJ Reader for the starting job in time.   

With their 5th round pick, they chose CB Treston Decoud, a long cover man with good matchup skills. 

Though still raw in some respects, but will gives them a large corner for the package defenses and certain 

matchups. He needs a good preseason to earn early playing time. On the 7th round, they added OL Kyle Fuller, an 

interior lineman who carries a starting grade at three positions.  He will press the current interior starters and has 

the tools to win a roster spot. He must improve his power and technique to effectively use his physical talent. The 

Texans are confident they added a versatile backup with possible starting talent in time.         Grade: C+  

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Texans lacked any salary cap room to sign free agents. They actually 

surrendered draft choices to unload young vet QB Brock Osweiler’s salary to the Browns. They took a few losses in FA 

in CB AJ Bouye and LB John Simon. Bouye will be missed and provide a big fast cover man with fine matchup skills. 

Simon started to emerge as an edge rusher last fall. Other losses were minimal they hope the draft replaces. They 

parted ways with NT Vince Wilfork who retired. The rookie FA class added TE Evan Baylis, TE Zach Conque, WR 

Shaq Hill, WR Riley McCarron, WR Deanté Gray, WR Justin Hardee, WR Chris Thompson, RB Dare Ogunbowale, DE 

TJ Daniel, DE Matt Godin, NT Rickey Hatley, LB Dayon Pratt, LB Gimel President, DE Dan Ross, DT Eli Ankou, OG 

Jake Simonich, FS Malik Smith, CB Dee Virgin, LB Dylan Cole, LB Avery Williams and DB Bryce Jones. LB Cole was 

an excellent addition and could be a big surprise in camp. They need depth on their LBer corps and he gives them 

a versatile savvy kid who can excel on special teams. RB Ogunbowale is a tough back who will challenge for a 

roster spot and with a good preseason can make it or land on the PS. 

Training Camp Objectives:   The Texans won the AFC South title for the second year in a row despite the loss of DE 

JJ Watt in the first month. They actually won the first game in the NFL playoffs, before falling to the Patriots. The lack of 

firepower has been a continuous issue in recent seasons and they finished 29
th
 in points and passing offense in 2016.  

Their ground game was fairly successful with Lamar Miller breaking the 1000 yard mark and look to rookie Foreman to 

provide inside power. Veteran wideout DeAndre Hopkins needs help from young receivers Fuller and Miller. Vet QB 

Tom Savage has NFL talent and has the inside track to start and could surprise. Rookie QB Deshaun Watson needs 

to sit at least one season. They will rely once again their highly regarded tough defense with the return of dominant Pro 

Bowler JJ Watt. LB Whitney Mercilus registered 7.5 sacks in his absence. Vet LBers Brian Cushing and Benardrick 

McKinney formed a tough inside tandem. Young Jadeveon Clowney had a breakout season especially over the final 

half of 2016. He and Watt can form the most dominant outside pair in the game if both are healthy. Veteran corners 

Jackson and Joseph are a solid tandem. They need former #1 pick, young Kevin Johnson to step up in the absence of 

Bouye and provide a quality nickel corner. The Texans looked to their young offensive talent this offseason to improve. 

They can repeat and win another AFC South title mainly on a dominant defense and run oriented attack. 

 
Indianapolis Colts - 8-8 - Head Coach Chuck Pagano - 6th Year   

The Colts held eight picks and used six of them on 

defense including three defensive backs. They addressed their 

biggest problem in the secondary with their top two selections.  

In the 1st round, they drafted safety Malik Hooker, an 

athletic savvy centerfielder with limited playing experience. He 

shows excellent range and ball skills with the ability to line up 

over a slot receiver in man situations. He was overdrafted off 

upside potential and is an excellent fit here. He was a very solid 

addition and is capable of also moving into starting role with a 

good preseason. 

In the 2nd round, they drafted corner Quincy Wilson, a 

big physical cover man with good grades over his career. He will challenge for a starting job this preseason and has 

the ability to win the role after an impressive effort vs SEC talent. He is a big physical athlete who can also play safety 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (15) Malik Hooker, S - Ohio St 

2 (46) Quincy Wilson, CB - Florida 

3 (80) Tarell Basham, DE - Ohio U 

4 (137) Zach Banner, OT - Southern Cal 

4 (143) Marlon Mack, RB - South Florida 

4 (144) Grover Stewart, DT - Albany St. (Ga.) 

5 (158) Nate Hairston, CB - Temple 

5 (161) Anthony Walker, LB - Northwestern 
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though gets a strong look at corner where his size, agility and speed forms an awesome skill set. He was good value 

here. On the 3rd round, they added DE/LB Tarell Basham, a quick edge rusher who improved nicely over his late 

career. He has long arms and fine footwork, but needs work on his hand techniques to add more moves to his rushing 

package. He may eventually play up in this 3-4 scheme, but could see time as a situational rusher. Nice upside in this 

scheme and solid addition.  

With three 4th round picks, they drafted OT Zach Banner, RB Marlon Mack and DT Grover Stewart. OT 

Banner is another offensive lineman addition after drafting four last year. He fits the right tackle role and carries a 

starting grade. He will to improve strength and technique after some concerns about underachieving as a collegian. 

Good early 3rd day risk. RB Mack is a lanky runner with good speed and receiving skills. He must prove he can run 

inside in the NFL and carry a full load to challenge for starting job. He should challenge for the 3
rd
 down back role 

immediately. DT Stewart was a fast rising prospect off an impressive postseason workout. He has a massive frame 

with surprisingly quick feet and was a dominant D2 defender. He will press for time in certain packages and could 

surprise with a good preseason. He carries a starting grade in time and is an intriguing tackle to watch develop over his 

early career.   

In the 5th round, they drafted CB Nate Hairston and LB Anthony Walker. Hairston is a tough physical corner 

with fast developing talent. He graded out well over his late career and has the makeup to be a fine special teams 

defender and possibly win the gunner role. He was a good late addition. LB Walker is a savvy smaller backer who slips 

blocks well and has the speed to make plays at the sidelines. He can struggle taking on blockers inside and needs to 

be covered up to be effective at the Mike spot. He was a good addition and carries a starting grade in time. He should 

excel on coverage units initially.  He needs time to settle into a position and the pro game in general, but was excellent 

value here with the upside to develop into a starting backer.      Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Colts signed DT Johnathan Hankins and several tweeners and LBers like 

Jabaal Sheard, John Simon, Sean Spence and Barkevious Mingo. They must improve on defense if they expect to 

again challenge for the AFC South. They also added DE Margus Hunt and see him as a situational pass rusher. They 

lost a large contingent of veterans with starters LBers Robert Mathis, Trent Cole, D’Qwell Jackson and Erik Walden, 

safety Mike Adams, DT Arthur Jones and CB Patrick Robinson gone after a poor 2016 performance. They traded 

TE Dwayne Allen to the Patriots for a later round selection. Guard Hugh Thornton retired. They added a deep 

quality rookie UDFAs class in WR Trey Griffey, WR Jerome Lane, WR Johnathan ‘Bug’ Howard, WR Bruce Natson, 

QB Phillip Walker, OL Deyshawn Bond, OL Christopher Muller, OT Jerry Ugokwe, C Thomas Hennessy, TE Darrell 

Daniels, TE Colin Jeter, RB Dalton Crossan, RB Brandon Radcliff, CB Reginald Porter, LB Garrett Sickels, DE 

Jhaustin Thomas, and P Rigoberto Sanchez. They like TE Daniels very much and see him as an H-back 3rd down 

possibility. They like TE Jeter make this roster especially inline. LB Sickels is a good fit here with the potential to 

surprise over time to refine his skill set and become a quality situational defender. OT Ugokwe is a sleeper with 

NFL talent with development, but needs time and both strength and technique work to push for playing time.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Colts look to improve significantly on defense with the addition of several front seven 

performers especially DT Hankins and LB Simon. The return of talented QB Andrew Luck was welcomed last fall, 

though he could not get them over the .500 mark. Luck still ranks with any QB in the league when healthy and maybe 

the best in the game despite an average supporting cast. He looks for a young line, namely center Ryan Kelly and Joe 

Haeg to be the catalyst. The Colts ground game must improve with vet starter Frank Gore expected to get help from 

rookie Marlon Mack. Young WR Donte Moncrief is a fine compliment to TJ Hilton, though they need former #1 pick 

Phillip Dorsett to provide a playmaker from the slot. The lack of pass pressure from their front puts their secondary at 

risk. The secondary may start two rookies and possibly see second year DB TJ Green a key part in their packages. 

The Colts need a healthy Andrew Luck and improved ground game to take a mediocre roster to the postseason. That 

may be a tall order off a postseason that saw only a few new additions. Maybe another .500 season again until the 

ground game and defense improves with more consistency.  

 

Jacksonville Jaguars - 3-13 - Head Coach Doug Marrone - 1st Year 

The Jaguars begin a new regime under coach Doug 

Marrone and vice president Tom Coughlin. They split their 7 

selections almost equally. They wanted to add one of the 

premier runners and earmarked junior RB Leonard Fournette 

with the 4th overall selection. He is a blue chip back with great 

size and speed to carry the weekly workload in thus attack. He 

can be a major difference maker for this struggling club and help 

young QB Blake Bortles take the next step as an NFL starter. 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (4) Leonard Fournette, RB - LSU 

2 (34) Cam Robinson, OT - Alabama 

3 (68) Dawuane Smoot, DE/LB - Illinois 

4 (110) Dede Westbrook, WR - Oklahoma 

5 (148) Blair Brown, LB - Ohio 

7 (222) Jalen Myrick, CB - Minnesota 

7 (240) Marquez Williams, FB - Miami 
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Fournette will run inside and can hit the home run from anywhere on the field. His presence probably improves a 

young talented defense even further.  

With their 2nd round selection, they moved up one spot to land OT Cam Robinson, a physical blocker with 

experience on both outside positions. He will get a look at tackle first, most likely the right side with veteran 

Branden Albert set for the left side. Robinson can give this ground game a boost and become a fixture on this 

offense. He was a good addition. On the 3rd round, they added DE/LB Dawuane Smoot, a fast edge defender who 

makes big plays. He was considered a top prospect prior to a minor injury and average type final performance. He 

was an excellent gamble here and a front seven defender who provides impact in a few roles and a three-down 

backer when healthy. He is a risky pick off some inconsistencies, though a front seven edge rusher who can be an 

impact rusher. With their 4th round pick, they chose wideout Dede Westbrook, a lean playmaker coming off a huge 

2016 performance. He will have to prove he can hold up physically in the NFL and get off the line vs the jam. He 

shows fine run after the catch ability and the skill set to win the slot receiver role. He has the speed to get deep and 

open up this passing game. Good middle round selection.  

 With their 5th round pick, they chose LB Blair Brown, an active mobile backer who gets a first look at the 

Will position. He will have to earn a roster spot off his special teams’ coverage ability. Also capable of winning the 

nickel backer role, though probably not early. With their two 7th round picks, they chose CB Jalen Myrick and FB 

Marquez Williams. Myrick is a fast smaller corner with good makeup speed, though needs work on his reads and 

basic technique before early time in the package defenses. His early value can be as a kickoff returner and possible 

gunner on coverage units. He was excellent value here and a defender who can win nickel corner job in time. FB 

Williams is a huge physical blocker who a two backfield set. He is a fine lead blocker and a rookie who will push 

starter Tommy Bohanon for the pleasure of opening holes for Leonard Fournette. He can win a roster spot or PS 

position with a good showing in the preseason. Surprise starter in time.         Grade: B+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Jaguars were very aggressive in FA and signed veteran defenders DL Calais 

Campbell, CB AJ Bouye, safety Barry Church and guard Earl Watford. The addition of defensive players makes an 

emerging quality unit into one of the better AFC units. Campbell’s presence should improve the sack totals and also 

put the young LBers in position to produce big plays. CB Bouye is one of the better cover men in the league and just 

entering his prime. Church is a solid veteran and steps in day one and gives secondary stability. They parted ways with 

disappointing veterans, CB Prince Amukamara, safety Johnathan Cyprien, DL Tyson Alualu, DE Jared Odrick, DT Roy 

Miller, OL Luke Joeckel, and OL Kelvin Beachum. They traded TE Julius Thomas for LT Branden Albert. They signed 

an average rookie UDFAs class in WR Amba Etta-Tawo, WR Keelan Cole, WR Kenneth Walker, TE Caleb Bluiett, RB 

I’Tavius Mathers, RB Tim Cook, G Avery Gennesy, C Parker Collins, LB Justin Horton, LB P.J. Davis, DE/LB Carroll 

Phillips, DE Hunter Dimick, DT Kevin Maurice, DT Tueni Lupeamanu, S Charlie Miller, CB Ezra Robinson, CB Jeremy 

Cutrer and DB Jarrod Harper. Etta-Tawo can surprise and make this roster. CBs Robinson and Cutrer are two of the 

better rookie FAs available and capable of earning backup roles and moving up this depth chart. Both has the NFL 

talent to surprise. OL Gennesy has talent, but must shed the underachiever label and impress in camp. DL Dimick 

is a relentless lineman who win a backup role. DE/LB Phillips is an athlete who can be their best addition and might 

earn a role as a situational rusher.    
Training Camp Objectives:  The Jaguars begin a new era and hope to boost a fairly good young roster into 

respectability with a quality draft and FA class this offseason. Young QB Blake Bortles faces a pivotal season after too 

many ups and downs last season in his third starting year. Wide receiver Allen Robinson, Marqise Lee and Allen Hurns 

form a solid trio. They look to young Bortles to turn it around with more reliance on the potentially strong ground game 

with rookie Leonard Fournette expected to provide immediate impact. Bortles needs better protection and looks to new 

starting tackle veteran Branden Albert and rookie Cam Robinson. The defense ranked among the best in the league 

except for points allowed, turnovers and interceptions. They look to young defenders, LB Myles Jack, DEs Yannick 

Ngakoue and Dante Fowler and CB Jalen Ramsey to take another step up and join veterans Maliek Jackson and 

Telvin Smith to form a wick young defense. This team continues to improve the roster annually with little difference in 

their victory totals. They need to get basics down especially on offense and rookie runner Fournette may be the 

catalyst to a huge turnaround and possibly this season. They could be ready for a major breakout season with an 

improved offense necessary for any playoff contention.  

  

Kansas City Chiefs - 12-6 - Head Coach Andy Reid - 5th Year  

The Chiefs won the AFC West title for the first time under HC Andy Reid, but were eliminated by the 

Steelers in the first round again. With the first-round pick, they traded up to land their future leader in Patrick 

Mahomes with the 10
th
 overall pick. They felt the Texans were moving up and surrendered their #1 and #3 this year 

and #1 pick in the NFL Draft 2018 for the slick throwing Mahomes. He will sit behind incumbent vet Alex Smith to 
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refine his talent under the astute Reid. They paid a huge 

price who feel they have their leader going forward.  

On the 2nd round, they selected massive DE Tanoh 

Kpassagnon, freakish defender with size and natural 

athleticism. He is raw in a few key areas, but has the 

physical package to be a quality strong side end. He is more 

adept in run support than rushing the passer. His hand 

technique is rough and he can struggle separating from 

blockers especially when his initial move is contained. 

Intriguing prospect in time, and maybe relegated to situational packages over his early career. Huge upside with 

development.  

With their 3rd round pick, they choose RB Kareem Hunt, a versatile back with the talent and development 

to fill a few roles now. He can run inside and outside and shows sure hands as a receiver. He can surprise here 

and win a key role or feature back spot early in his career. Fine addition and joins an open competition for the 

starting job. With their 4th round pick, they choose wideout Jehu Chesson, a sure handed receiver who joins a 

young corps. He will pursue the starting job vacated by veteran Jeremy Maclin. He was fair value here. With their 

5th round pick, they choose Ukeme Eligwe, an edge rusher with some big play ability. He is a tweener and is a 

good fit here with experience also inside. He will have to impress on coverage units to earn time in the package 

defensive sets. He was a good addition here. With their 6th round choice, they selected safety Leon McQuay III, an 

instinctive defender best suited for the cover two scheme. He is aggressive to the ball and was productive on his 

career. He has nice upside here, but needs time and reps to develop his strength and reads to get up to NFL 

standards. He is a situational defender who can win a roster spot, but must impress on special teams.   Grade: C+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Chiefs signed FA tackle Bennie Logan to offset the losses in the FA market 

and lost three defensive linemen in DT Dontari Poe, DE Jaye Howard, DE Kendall Reyes. DT Poe is the one loss 

that can hurt especially in run defense. They also lost wideout Jeremy Maclin an aging burner who has struggled 

with injuries at times. They added safety Marquestion Huff and CB Stanley Jean-Baptiste to give their thin 

secondary some more veteran depth. They were quick to sign vet OG Drew Tiller to address marginal line depth. 

They added vet runner CJ Spiller to minimize the losses of Jamaal Charles and Knile Davis. They added a good 

group of rookie UDFA. They signed RB Devine Redding, WR Tony Stevens, WR Gehrig Dieter, WR Alonzo Moore, 

WR Marcus Kemp, CB Ashton Lampkin, G Damien Mama, OT Corin Brooks, CB JR Nelson, S Jordan Sterns, S Devin 

Chappell. WR Stevens and Dieter could surprise here with marginal depth on the receiving corps. CB Lampkin will 

press for a roster spot. Safety Sterns has the versatility to fill a nickel backer role and key special teams’ defender. 

RB Redding will be tough to cut and could earn a backup role with a good preseason. Guard Mama was an 

excellent addition if he shows up in shape and plays up to his talent. He can win a roster spot here. 

Training Camp Objectives:  The Chiefs’ are coming off back to back 12 win seasons, including the AFC West title 

last year. That went up in smoke quickly when they lost to the Steelers at home despite not allowing a TD. After the 

2017 NFL Draft GM John Dorsey was fired with HC Andy Reid winning a power struggle. Chiefs signed Brett Veach as 

the new GM. Veteran QB Alex Smith is coming off another good best season, but fails to get it done in big situations 

that lead to the drafting Patrick Mahomes this spring. Smith will operate behind a line that features Pro Bowl bookend 

tackles in Eric Fisher and Mitchell Schwartz. Veteran runners Spencer Ware and Charcandrick West gives them an 

adequate backfield, though few big plays. RB Rookie Kareem Hunt could surprise here. The KC defense fell last 

season and ranked among the worst in the league in key categories especially rushing defense and sacks. Their 

talented secondary allowed them to lead the league in interceptions.  They look to former Pro Bowl defenders, LBers 

Justin Houston and Tamba Hali to return to past levels. Safety Eric Berry and corner Marques Peters rank with the 

best in the game. The three-man line is anchored by NT Dontari Poe and emerging DT Chris Jones who flashes 

dominant talent. The secondary looks to young defenders to give this unit improved depth. The Chiefs have 

maintained their position in the tough improving AFC West. They have to improve on offense where they have little 

depth at most positions and key questions about the ground game. They are capable of winning this division again, 

though it should be a dogfight with the Raiders, Broncos and Chargers all improving this offseason.   

 

Los Angeles Chargers - 5-11 - Head Coach Anthony Lynn - 1st Year  

   The Chargers addressed their most pressing problems with their early selections. On the first round, they 

selected WR Mike Williams, a big tough athlete with good hands and fine production at a high level. He addresses 

a need area and gives QB Philip Rivers a true #1 receiver. He wins with speed, power and moves and is highly 

developed after facing top competition over his career and should contribute immediately and carries a rookie 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (10) Patrick Mahomes, QB - Texas Tech 

2 (59) Tanoh Kpassagnon, DE - Villanova 

3 (86) Kareem Hunt, RB - Toledo 

4 (139) Jehu Chesson, WR - Michigan 

5 (183) Ukeme Eligwe, LB - Georgia Southern 

6 (218) Leon McQuay III, S - Southern Cal 
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starting grade. 

On the 2nd and 3rd rounds, they added guards Forrest 

Lamp and Dan Feeney. Lamp is a highly developed blocker and 

figures to win a starting role with a good preseason. He is well 

versed in both pass protection and run blocking. He was 

excellent value at the 38th selection. They came right back with 

OL Feeney who has played extensively at guard, but has the 

skill set to play the pivot. He was outstanding value at the 71
st
 

overall pick. He could win a starting job in the preseason after 

grading out well over his long Big Ten career. On the 4th round, 

they added safety Rayshawn Jenkins, a physical defender who made a successful return from a back injury. He 

addresses a huge need at safety and could push starters for reps. He is expected to play in the dime packages, in 

addition to special teams’ coverage units.  

With their 5th round pick, they added DE Desmond King, a tough cover two corner who fell off average 

triangle numbers. He is a savvy strong tackler with keen instincts and ball skills. He was excellent value here and 

has the versatility to move to safety. He is a hitter who could lineup in the box with the agility and quickness to go 

sideline to sideline. He can play immediately in the nickel and dime packages at a few positions especially the over 

the slot receiver. He was one of the biggest steals in this draft process. On the 6th round, they chose tackle Sam 

Tevi, a tough technician who graded out well in big game situations. He played a few positions on the Utes talented 

line with four NFL draft choices this year. He was a good value and addresses a definite need and has the makeup 

to have a nice NFL career. He fits best at right tackle. With their 7th round pick, they chose DL Isaac Rochell, a 

tough defender who fits the five-technique spot here. He has the skills to play every down, though limited to run 

stuffing until he refines better hand technique. He also fits well outside and probably wins a situational role with a 

good training camp. He was a nice addition and has the talent to start in time and was good value.      Grade: B  

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Chargers made a key move in FA, signing LT Russell Okun away from the 

Broncos. He replaces retired LT King Dunlap. Okung is still in his prime and is vital to protect QB Philip Rivers. 

They lost starters OL DJ Fluker, LB Manti Te’o and RB Danny Woodhead and several other key backups. The 

Chargers added rookie free agents WR Andre Patton, WR Artavis Scott, WR Dontre Wilson, WR Mitch Paige TE 

Sean Culkin, QB Eli Jenkins, DB Michael Davis, C Dillon DeBoer, RB Austin Ekeler, LB Nigel Harris, LB Mike Moore, 

LB James Onwualu, CB Brandon Stewart, CB Brad Watson, PK Younghoe Koo and P Toby Baker. WR Scott can win 

the slot receiver and return roles and was an excellent addition. LB Onwualu is a good athlete who can push for the 

nickel backer and special teams’ coverage defender roles. He can win a roster spot. CB Watson is a big cover man 

who will push for time in the dime package. He must impress in the preseason, but has the skill set to play in the NFL.  

Training Camp Objectives:  The Chargers have slipped noticeably over the past few seasons despite being 

competitive weekly and losing six games by six points or less in 2016. New HC Lynn will look to run the ball with young 

back Melvin Gordon getting a weekly load after a breakout season. Chargers depend on the leadership from savvy QB 

Philip Rivers who gets a few quality linemen plus big play receiver Mike Williams. The healthy return of #1 WR Keenan 

Allen is another shot for this changing offense. The defense was not up to playoff standards especially vs the run. 

Their young LBer corps needs to make more big plays and establish itself as a top unit. DE Bosa provided immediate 

impact on a front that must set the pace here. The secondary relies on corner tandem of Jason Verret and Casey 

Hayward. Rookie DB Desmond King may play a key role in both the dime and nickel packages. The Chargers may not 

be a playoff club, but make take a step up here and win half the close games they lost this year. With continued 

improvement in the rushing attack this club could surprise and compete for a playoff spot. 

  

 Miami Dolphins - 10-6 - Head Coach Adam Gase - 2nd Year 

The Dolphins focused on defensive players with their 

top selections. With the 22nd overall selection, they were 

excited to find DE Charles Harris available. With pressing 

needs on the edge, they landed the blue-chip prospect in 

hopes he replaces Olivier Vernon who left in FA prior to last 

season and left a huge hole in the pass rushing package. 

Harris comes off the edge strong and should become a fine 

compliment opposite veteran Cameron Wake. He can be an 

impact defender here and a solid addition with early time as a 

rusher where he helps improve their front.  

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (22) Charles Harris, DE - Missouri 

2 (54) Raekwon McMillan, LB - Ohio St 

3 (97) Cordrea Tankersley, CB - Clemson 

5 (164) Isaac Asiata, OG - Utah 

5 (178) Davon Godchaux, DT - LSU 

6 (194) Vincent Taylor, DT - Oklahoma St 

7 (237) Isaiah Ford, WR - Virginia Tech 

 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (7) Mike Williams, WR - Clemson 

2 (38) Forrest Lamp, OG - Western Kentucky 

3 (71) Dan Feeney, OG - Indiana 

4 (113) Rayshawn Jenkins, S - Miami 

5 (151) Desmond King, DB - Iowa 

6 (190) Sam Tevi, OT - Utah 

7 (225) Isaac Rochell, DE - Notre Dame 
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With their 2nd round choice, they selected LB Raekwon McMillian, a mobile athlete who will press for 

starting time this preseason. He runs well and moves laterally with the burst to finish. He shows good speed to 

matchup with backs down the field. He needs technique work and play recognition to be ready for the NFL game. 

He was a slight reach this early, especially with Zach Cunningham and OL Ethan Pocic on the board. He is a good 

long-term prospect with upside, but must improve strength, technique and recognition skills. With their 3rd round 

pick, they drafted CB Cordrea Tankersley, a lanky playmaker who should press for either the nickel or starting 

corner role. He has good size, speed and instincts, though must show more consistency in his game. He matches 

up well with big receivers and can win many jump ball situations. He was good value here at the end of the 3
rd

 

round.  

With two 5th round selections, they drafted guard Isaac Asiata and DT Davon Godchaux. OG Asiata was 

an excellent addition and great value at the 164
th
 pick. He is a wide body power blocker with the agility to execute 

the trap plays. He will press both starting guards and probably a regular early in his career. His aggressive blocking 

will be a boost to their quality ground game. DT Davon Godchaux is a quick penetrator who makes plays and will 

push for time in a tackle rotational and give the Dolphins a defender who wins on quickness. With their 6th round 

selection, they came right back and selected DT Vincent Taylor, a powerful inside force who pushes the pocket. He 

lacks moves and technique at times and relies on his fine power to beat blockers and get to the ball. Good late 

addition. With their 7th round selection, they drafted WR Isaiah Ford, a playmaker who wins many jump ball 

situations and has the run after the catch ability to break plays. He catches the ball well and creates space in 

coverage to press the Dolphins deep receiving corps. He is a deceptively fast receiver with a nice level of 

development. Excellent late selection with definite upside, though needs clear strength development and further 

work on defense recognition. He was a good value here.       Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Dolphins signed LB Lawrence Timmons DE William Hayes, safeties TJ 

McDonald and Nate Allen and backup TE Anthony Fasano in FA. They traded LT Branden Albert to make room for 

first year guard Laremy Tunsil to move outside. They received TE Julius Thomas who gives them a fine receiver in 

the middle. They lost TE Dion Sims, LB Jelani Jenkins, DE Mario Williams, DT Earl Mitchell and safety Isa Abdul-

Quddus along with a few other backups. They added rookie UDFAs, WRs Damorea’ea Stringfellow, Francis Owusu, 

Drew Morgan and Malcolm Lewis, RB De’Veon Smith, OT Eric Smith. LB Praise Martin-Oguike, LB Chase Allen, DE 

Joby Saint-Fleur, DE Cameron Malveaux, CB Torry McTyer, CB Larry Hope, S Maurice Smith and P Matt Haack. OL 

Smith was a fine addition and capable of making this roster. WR Stringfellow has NFL talent, but may need to land 

on the PS before moving to the active roster. LB Martin-Oguike can win a roster spot on special teams’ value.   

Training Camp Objectives:  The Dolphins’ offense struggled last season and ranked near the bottom of the league in 

a passing yardage. They expected more from QB Ryan Tannehill who needs to make more big plays to direct this 

offense. He will play with a stronger supporting cast this season, including a new set of guards. The ground game of 

young backs Jay Ajayi and Kenyan Drake should continue to get better and be the cornerstone of this attack. The 

receiving corps of Jarvis Landry, DeVante Parker and Kenny Stills is one the best trios in the game. The defense is a 

tough unit that bent and allowed a lot of yardage, but rarely broke. They must improve in run defense to give their 

offense more opportunities. DT Suh receives special attention and welcomes the addition of top pick DE Charles 

Harris. The defense benefits for FA additions, LB Lawrence Timmons and safety Nate Allen who they hope solidifies a 

good defense even further. Their secondary looks for young CB Xavien Howard to claim a starting job and form a big 

tandem with vet Byron Maxwell. They look to vet safety Reshad Jones to continue to be an impact performer. The 

Dolphins made the playoffs for the first time since 2008 and this season they will compete for postseason and maybe 

the only team to challenge the Patriots in the AFC East. Dolphins can earn a wildcard spot again, though they face a 

tough group of AFC teams that on paper appear to have improved more than Miami did this postseason. 

 

New England Patriots - 14-2 - Head Coach Bill Belichick -18th Year 

The Patriots traded their #1 pick to the Saints for veteran 

receiver Brandin Cooks. Cooks is a burner with the ability to take 

the top off the defense. His vertical presence opens up 

underneath routes for TE Rob Gronkowski and wideout Julian 

Edelman. hey traded their #2 pick to the Panthers for edge rusher 

DE Kony Ealy plus other late selections. He enters his contract 

season, but the Patriots hope he plays up to his talent and 

resigns. They hope he provides an edge presence like Chandler Jones and Chris Long.  

 With their two #3 picks, they choose DE Derek Rivers and OT Antonio Garcia. Rivers has a burst off the 

edge to play in the package defenses. He was a rising prospect off an impressive final season. He must get 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

3 (83) Derek Rivers, DE - Youngstown St 

3 (85) Antonio Garcia, OT - Troy 

4 (131) Deatrich Wise, DE - Arkansas 

6 (211) Conor McDermott, OT - UCLA 
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stronger to win late on the down and to ever earn starting duty. He should earn a niche in the package defense as a 

rusher playing both up and down. LT Garcia is an agile blocker with good feet and the arm length to develop into a 

starting tackle. He needs to fill out and show more power to get more movement as a drive blocker. Good long-term 

project with starting talent on the outside. Patriots have the time to give him to develop further.   

In the 4th round, they choose DE Deatrich Wise, a big physical defender with the length and base to play 

the five-technique position. He gives them a serviceable performer for a line rotation and the talent to improve with 

technique work. He must prove durable after a checkered injury career that limited his time and overall 

development. Good fit here and a kid that can surprise in start with work. He gets a chance to impress this 

preseason on a unit with average type talent and limited depth. When you factor in the trades that also added TE 

Dwayne Allen in addition to Brooks and Ealy, the Patriots reloaded the cannon very well.                 Grade: C 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Pats signed a top-flight FA in CB Stephon Gilmore away from the Bills. He 

replaces departed Logan Ryan. He has shutdown corner talent. The Patriots were aggressive in the trade market and 

landed wideout Brandin Cooks for their #1 pick, DE Kony Ealy for their #2 pick and the Panthers’ #3 selection, TE 

Dwayne Allen for their 4
th
 round selection and their 5th round pick for RB Mike Gillislee. All can play big roles this 

season with Brooks an impact weapon. Belichick looks to put DE Ealy in position to make plays during his contract 

season. They parted ways with DE Chris Long and Jamaal Sheard, TE Martellus Bennett, wideout Michael Floyd, RB 

LeGarrette Blount, guard Tre’ Jackson and LB Barkevious Mingo. They lost only marginal vet starters who served their 

purpose and most replaced in FA or the NFL Draft. The Pats signed an average rookie UDFAs class, RB LeShun 

Daniels, WR Austin Carr, WR Cody Hollister, TE Sam Cotton, TE Jacob Hollister, OT Andrew Jelks, CB David Jones, 

CB D.J. Killings, OL Cole Croston, OL Jason King, OL Max Rich, DT Josh Augusta, DL Adam Butler, LB Harvey Langi, 

LB Brooks Ellis, CB Kenny Moore, CB Dwayne Thomas, DB Jason Thompson, DB Damarius Travis and DE Corey 

Vereen. RB Daniels was a definite steal and a performer who can win a roster spot and fill a key role in their 

changing backfield. Corners Jones, Moore and Thomas have NFL talent. Jones can win a roster spot with the 

others PS candidates after solid college careers.  

Training Camp Objectives: The Pats have won the AFC East for the eighth straight seasons and 13 of the last 14 

years. They continue to dominant the weak AFC East and get an opening week bye in the postseason plus home field 

advantage. They rode that to their second Super Bowl title in three years. Their highly ranked offense will once again 

look to star vet QB Tm Brady who turns 40 this summer. He adjusts as well as any QB in history and provides 

excellent leadership and production. He operates behind a young veteran line that returns all starters. They rely on 

veteran Pro Bowl TE Rob Gronkowski to continue his dominance despite missing half the season and postseason.  

The ground game worked well, thought parted with starter LeGarrette Blount and look to veteran James White and 

new vet Mike Gillislee to maintain the Pats former level of play. The defense is usually a work of art directed by 

Belichick, The Patriots’ allowed the least points in the league in 2016 which gives Brady a chance to win every game.  

The run defense relies tough front line personnel with a nice rotation. They look to resigned LB Don’t’a Hightower to 

give this unit leadership along with vet safety Devin McCourty. The Patriots are on a year to year basis with Brady and 

Belichick. Their strategy is to reload the cannon annually with hungry veterans and developed young players. They are 

once again overwhelming favorites to win the AFC East with only the Dolphins with a legitimate chance to end their 

dominance.  

 

New York Jets - 5-11 - Head Coach Todd Bowles - 3rd Year  

The Jets had a draft class that included 9 picks and 

almost equally divided between offensive and defensive 

players. In the first and second rounds, they chose safeties 

Jamal Adams and Marcus Maye. They released former #1 pick 

safety Calvin Pryor after the draft. He was a huge bust from the 

NFL Draft 2014. Adams is a highly developed defender who 

starts day one and is a complete three down defender. He 

should be a fixture in this secondary and the leader this 

changing unit needs. Excellent selection and maybe the most 

NFL ready prospect in this entire draft class. They surprisingly 

came right back and chose safety Marcus Maye on the 2
nd

 

round. He probably earns a starting grade here and couples 

with Adams to form a talented tandem. His film was better in 2015 than 2016 when he sustained a broken arm. He 

is an aggressive athlete with speed, range and hitting power to solidify the deep patrol.     

 On the 3rd and 4th rounds, they chose wideouts ArDarius Stewart and Chad Hansen. They addressed a 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (6) Jamal Adams, S - LSU 

2 (39) Marcus Maye, S - Florida 

3 (79) ArDarius Stewart, WR - Alabama 

4 (141) Chad Hansen, WR - California 

5 (150) Jordan Leggett, TE - Clemson 

5 (181) Dylan Donahue, LB - West Georgia 

6 (188) Elijah McGuire, RB - Louisiana-Laf 

6 (197) Jeremy Clark, CB - Michigan 

6 (204) Derrick Jones, CB - Mississippi 
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major need area after the releases of veterans Brandon Marshall and Eric Decker. Stewart is a fast physical 

receiver with big play ability. He has interesting upside potential, though is still raw in route running and defensive 

recognition. He can provide impact as a kickoff returner. Hansen is a well-developed receiver who is a savvy route 

runner with soft hands and the makeup to become a top possession receiver. He has a high level of development 

and should play in three wideout sets immediately. He was a solid addition and a player who can contribute 

immediately.   

With their two 5th round picks, they added TE Jordan Leggett and LB Dylan Donahue. TE Leggett fell off an 

underachieving label. His production was limited in the talented Tiger attack that featured a few top-flight weapons. 

Nevertheless, Leggett provided impact in big game situations that cannot be denied. He lacks top speed, but can 

run after the catch and win in most matchups. He needs extensive work on his blocking, but was an excellent 

addition here. LB Donahue is a tweener defender and a good fit on this young unit. He will have to earn a role in the 

package defenses especially as a rusher. He has the makeup to be a solid special teams’ coverage performer.  

With three 6th round picks, they added RB Elijah McGuire and CBs Jeremy Clark and Derrick Jones. McGuire is a 

well-rounded back who can surprise. He has soft hands and run after the catch ability. His blocking is suspect and 

may determine if he ever earns thee 3
rd

 down back role. There is an opportunity for him in this offense. Clark is a 

big corner who fits a cover two scheme. He fell off a late knee injury that required surgery. He was fine value here 

and can eventually earn time in package defenses. He is a hitter who can press for the gunner role. Jones is a 

rangy athlete who runs and jumps well. He is still raw in many respects and must get stronger and develop into a 

better tackler. He will press to win a roster spot, but most likely at least earn a PS position. Good late addition with 

upside if he continues to develop his overall skill set.          Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Jets went through a major housecleaning this offseason parting ways with 

veterans, QBs Ryan Fitzpatrick and Geno Smith, wideouts Brandon Marshall and Eric Decker, CB Darrelle Revis, 

LD David Harris, safeties Calvin Pryor and Marcus Gilchrist, center Nick Mangold, OT Ryan Clady and Breno 

Giacomini, TE Kellen Davis and PK Nick Folk. It was a necessary major personnel turnover. They added QB Josh 

McCown, WR Quinton Patton, OT Kelvin Beachum and CB Morris Claiborne, along with a few stop gap players. 

They hope QB McCown wins the job in camp to allow Hackenberg to sit and learn further. CB Claiborne is a fine 

addition with immediate starting talent. OT Beachum was a good addition with left tackle starting talent. They 

signed an average rookie UDFAs class in OL Ben Braden, OT Javarius Leamon, WR Gabe Marks, WR KD Cannon, 

DE Patrick Gamble, LB Connor Harris, LB Austin Calitro, CB Xavier Coleman, WR-KR Brisly Estime, FB-TE Anthony 

Firkser. OL Braden is a versatile hard-nosed blocker who can play RT and guard. He can make this roster. DE Gamble 

is a five-technique lineman and a good fit for this scheme. LB Connor Harris is a tough productive defender who must 

impress on coverage units to make this roster. CB Xavier Coleman has NFL talent and can win a backup role on his 

special teams’ value alone.    

Training Camp Objectives:  The Jets look to start again and develop some of their young players after a horrible 

2016 performance. They dropped over $50 million on their salary cap which allows major options going forward in 

the free agency market. There releases this offseason ends an era and starts a new one under GM Maccagan.  

They want to see improvement with young QBs Hackenberg and Bryce Petty this preseason. Veteran runner Matt 

Forte will return, but may be one more and done with roster makeover. Backup Bilal Powell is a well-rounded 1A 

type. Rookie receivers, Stewart and Hansen will learn on the job and probably see extensive time in three wideout 

sets. HC Bowles got fairly good production from his defense last season and will benefit from the new safety 

tandem of Adams and Maye this season. Look for young LBers Darron Lee and Jordan Jenkins to step up in this 

scheme. The secondary looks to young corner Claiborne to play up to his high draft status. Jets have a lot of 

broken pieces and will go through a painful learning curve this season. They must show more firepower and look to 

QB McCown give them a sense of stability. They need to develop a sense of discipline and where there core 

players. This club needs to mature quickly, but lacks the firepower and playmakers currently to challenge for the 

.500 mark.      

 

Oakland Raiders – 12-4 - Head Coach Jack Del Rio - 3rd Year  

The Raiders again addressed key areas on defense with their first three selections. They chose CB Gareon 

Conley in the 1st round with the 24th overall selection. He is a fast-developing big prospect who plays the press 

coverage role well which the Raiders seek in a corner. He came on fast over the 2016 season and moved in the 

first round off that development. He faced serious domestic violence issues though no charges have been filed. He 

was the first of three defensive backs chosen in hopes to improve their changing young secondary. 
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With their 2nd round pick, they chose Obi Melifonwu, a 

huge athlete with the talent to be a fine compliment to Karl 

Joseph. He is a reliable tackler with big play ability with the range 

to go sideline to sideline. He has a burst to the ball to finish and 

can rush the passer or drop in coverage. He was great value here 

and should earn time in all the package defenses and a great 

matchup vs big tight ends. He can be an impact special teams’ 

defender. With their 3rd round pick, they chose DT Eddie 

Vanderdoes, a powerful interior lineman who made a nice 

recovery from a prior knee injury. He came on strong over his late 

2016 season and once again showed the explosiveness on the 

interior to be disruptive. He can start with a good preseason off 

that return to his former level. He was excellent value at the 88
th
 overall selection.  

With their 4th round pick, they selected OT David Sharpe, a massive young blocker with the physical 

package to start with development. He has the girth, reach and footwork to man the outside though better suited to 

the right side. He is a good long-term addition, that could pay nice dividends with time. With their 5th round pick, 

they selected LB Marquel Lee, a mobile backer with good instincts and enough range to get to the outside. He 

could surprise here and earn time as a starter at a screening need area for the Raiders. He has the ability to blitz, 

especially the delay move to hit a gap and make the sack. He has adequate size to stack inside and be effective 

despite average type athleticism.  

With four 7th round selections they chose safety Shalom Luani, OT Jylan Ware, RB Elijah Hood and DT 

Treyvon Hester. Safety Luani is a physical tackler who fits the box role. He must improve as a tackler to see time in 

their dime defenses or special teams’ coverage units. He has fairly good instincts and hands. OT Ware is a huge 

tackle with long reach and adequate footwork. He must learn finer points of the position, but is a good long-term 

project who can make this roster or PS. RB Hood is a compact back who fell off his injury history and average long 

speed. He was productive when healthy and a downhill runner who can effectively move the chains. He can 

surprise here and is a kid to watch in camp with the talent to win a backup role. DT Hester was good value here and 

selected off his upside potential. He has an athletic frame which the Raiders feel he can play up to his natural 

talent. Good three technique tackle figures to see time in their tackle rotation fairly early in his career. He is 

relentless off the snap with the quick hands and overall technique to effectively penetrate the middle. He is a good 

defender who can challenge for early playing time in different packages and possibly eventually start here. He was 

very good value here.                Grade: C+ 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Raiders had a huge cushion on their salary cap again and were aggressive 

addressing needs. They traded for runner Marshawn Lynch who will come out of his one-year retirement to play for 

the Black and Silver. They added TE Jared Cook, LB Jelani Jenkins, WR Cordarrelle Paterson and OL Marshal 

Newhouse. There most important offseason was signing QB Derek Carr to a five-year contract that makes him the 

highest paid passer in the league. They also resigned guard Gabe Jackson to protect him Vet TE Cook gives them 

a vertical threat the Carr can take advantage of. WR Patterson is a playmaker in the return game, but still rough as 

a receiver and needs to make big strides. They lost big losses on defense where LBers Perry Riley and Malcolm 

Smith, DTs Stacy McGee and Dan Williams and safety Nate Allen and CB DJ Hayden left holes. The offense lost  

RB Latavius Murray and OT Menelik Watson. They signed an average rookie UDFAs class of TE Pharaoh Brown, 

WR Ishmael Zamora, WR Keon Hatcher, OT Chauncey Briggs, DE Fadol Brown, DT Paul Boyette LB Nicholas 

Morrow, G Jordan Simmons, WR Isaac Whitney, LB Xavier Woodson-Luster, DE Chris Casher, LB LaTroy Lewis, LB 

Najee Harris, CB Breon Borders, CB Chris Humes, S Rickey Jefferson and S Anthony Cioffi. TE Brown is a fine 

gamble if healthy and a much-needed playmaker in the middle seam. DE Brown has NFL talent, but must show it in 

camp to get a longer long. CB Humes was an excellent signing with nice upside in time. He has experience at both 

corner and safety plus a fine special teams’ makeup. CB Borders is an interesting long term project with natural 

skills, though needs strength and technique work. 

Training Camp Objectives:  The Raiders must integrate as many as 6-7 new starters, mostly on defense. QB Derek 

Carr is the franchise leader they have been looking for over a decade. He signed a five-year long contract prior to 

training camp. He will work with new veteran TE Jared Cook along with his young veteran receiving corps. The 

unsettled offensive line at tackle may hold the key especially with the immobile Carr. Power runner Marshawn Lynch is 

counted on to provide impact and balance this attack. Whether he can recapture his magic from a two years ago with 

the Seahawks remains to be seen. He will be given a chance to be the workhorse here. The defense will give their top 

three selections a quick baptism in sets after a shaky 2016 performance. They ranked last in sacks and 26
th
 in the 

league overall. The secondary made few big plays and allowed far too much yardage. They will push Conley and 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (24) Gareon Conley, CB - Ohio St 

2 (56) Obi Melifonwu, S - UConn 

3 (88) Eddie Vanderdoes, DT - UCLA 

4 (129) David Sharpe, OT - Florida 

5 (168) Marquel Lee, LB - Wake Forest 

7 (221) Shalom Luani, S - Washington St 

7 (231) Jylan Ware, OT - Alabama St 

7 (242) Elijah Hood, RB - North Carolina 

7 (244) Treyvon Hester, DT - Toledo 
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Melifonwu to play in sets and both could start with a good preseason. LB Khalil Mack is a dominant Pro Bowl talent 

who ranks with any defender in the league. The Raiders believe they can compete in the AFC West title after making 

the playoffs for the first time since the 2002 season. QB Derek Carr and wideout Amari Cooper are key offensive 

performers that will benefit from the addition of Lynch. DE Khalil Mack is a star defender who changes games quickly, 

though needs help. Edge rusher Bruce Irvin is a playmaker and they hope troubled LB Aldon Smith gets a chance to 

reach his former level of play. Raiders challenge for West title, though they will be pushed in this competitive division. 

 
Pittsburgh Steelers - 11-5 - Head Coach Mike Tomlin - 11th Year                      

The Steelers continue to address their aging 

defense early in the process with a few top draft choices. 

They tried to stay with their value board and selected LB TJ 

Watt and CB Cameron Sutton with two of their top three 

choices. In the 1st round, they added LB TJ Watt, an 

emerging edge rusher who combines size, length, agility 

and speed. He has natural talent, though not fully 

developed in his reads and ability to adjust. He is a 

defender with a nice upside and a good fit here with 

veteran James Harrison on a year to year basis. He was a 

good pick this early with the skill set to be a playmaker 

here. He carries a starting grade and could fill a situational role as a rookie. On the 2nd round, they choose WR 

JuJu Smith-Schuster, a big tough receiver with experience at a high level. He gives them a quality possession type 

receiver opposite start Antonio Brown and young returning vet Martavis Bryant. He was good value here and is at a 

high level of development to play in multiple sets immediately. 

 On the 3rd round, they selected corner Cameron Sutton and runner James Conner. Sutton combines good 

size and speed and is a hitter who will support the run and tackles in open field. He fits man coverage best, but can 

play the cover two corner role also. He has the makeup of a top core special teams’ performer with fine return skills. 

He was fine value here and a defender who can be effective in the nickel and dime packages immediately. He has 

the makeup of a starter in time. RB Conner made a great recovery from cancer and gives the Steelers another big 

back to spell Pro Bowl runner Le’Veon Bell. He can fill a 1A and short yardage role with a good preseason. He also 

shows reliable hands as an outlet receiver, though must prove he can block linebackers at the NFL level. 

On the 4th round, they selected QB Josh Dobbs, a big athletic passer with good skill set to develop further. 

He should win the #3 role and begin the tough NFL learning curve. He needs work under center and reading 

coverage and is not ready to be more than a #2 passer currently. He needs time and may have to sit for a few 

seasons. On the 5th round, they selected DB Brian Allen, a versatile big athlete with limited experience on defense. 

He projects to both corner and safety with a big look on the outside. He has intriguing matchup potential, though his 

technique and route recognition is very raw. Good later gamble with interesting upside with development. Size to 

compete for the gunner role if his tackling is consistent. On the 6th round, they selected LS Colin Holba, a two-year 

starter with NFL starting skills. He will challenge starter Greg Warren in camp and is capable of winning the job 

outright with a good preseason. On the 7th round, they selected LB Keion Adams, a tweener with a burst off the 

edge to win a roster spot here. He is a good fit on this front and can find a niche in the package defenses to rush 

the passer. He needs more moves and general improved overall strength to make this roster. He is best in a 

situational role that uses his initial burst to the fullest. He has the burst to be a big play defender, though he must 

prove he can get off blockers and be durable at the NFL level.               Grade: C 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Steelers allowed a big contingent of veterans to leave in FA again, though 

most with marginal starters/backups. They signed RB Knile Davis, WR Justin Hunter, DE Tyson Alualu and CB 

Coty Sensabaugh. Davis is a quality backup for Le’Veon Bell. WR Hunter gets another chance with his fourth team 

in five years. Veteran DE Alualu is a nice fit for the five-technique role and figures to see time in line rotation. DB 

Sensabaugh is a good defender for the dime package and special teams. They lost LBers Lawrence Timmons and 

Jarvis Jones that leaves openings on this unit. They parted ways with vets OL Ryan Harris, CB Justin Gilbert and 

WR Markus Wheaton plus other veteran backups. They added rookie free agents RB Rushel Shell, TE Scott 

Orndoff, QB Nick Schuessler, OL Ethan Cooper, DT Nelson Adams, DT Christian Brown, DE Francis Kallon, LB Keith 

Kelsey and DB Terrish Webb. RB Shell has a chance to impress in camp with key openings in the backfield. He is 

an ideal PS defender if he does not win a roster spot. TE Orndoff is a good blocking who could surprise. LB Kelsey 

is in a good spot to surprise and make this roster, especially if he produces on special teams this preseason. 

Training Camp Objectives:  The Steelers look to their rookie class to make a contribution this fall with their top three 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (30) T.J. Watt, LB - Wisconsin 

2 (62) JuJu Smith-Schuster, WR - Southern Cal 

3 (94) Cameron Sutton, CB - Tennessee 

3 (105) James Conner, RB - Pittsburgh 

4 (135) Joshua Dobbs, QB - Tennessee 

5 (173) Brian Allen, CB - Utah 

6 (213) Colin Holba, LS - Louisville 

7 (248) Keion Adams, LB - Western Michigan 
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selections all at critical need positions. QB Ben Roethlisberger performed well and gave fine protection with only 21 

sacks for 509 attempts. Pro Bowl runner Le’Veon Bell was given the franchise tag and remains the workhorse and 

difference in this offense. Big Ben is still the catalyst though and proves in their playoff wins. Pro Bowl wideout Antonio 

Brown is a major impact performer, but needs young wideout Martavis Bryant to make a comeback and be a fine 

compliment. The Steelers’ aging defense continues to slide and they made a few key changes in the secondary last 

year and will welcome rookie top pick TJ Watt to replace lost veterans. Watt can make an impact here along with 

young LB Ryan Shazier who is a star, though needs to prove durable. The secondary improved with young defenders 

Artie Burns and Sean Davis playing key role and fine starters. The Steelers are in a highly competitive wide open North 

division. They have won 11 games annually the past three years with two North titles. The hope their young defensive 

players make further progress this fall, so they can make a title run. Big Ben, Bell and Brown form an awesome trio 

that must be accounted for weekly. Capable of another North title and possible challenger for the Patriots AFC 

dominance.   

 

Tennessee Titans - 9-7 - Head Coach Mike Mularkey - 2nd Year 

The Titans held the #5 overall selection off their 

trade last year with the Rams. They received a huge 

bounty for the top overall pick last year that became QB 

Jared Goff. The Titans had an additional #1 and #3 picks 

this spring in addition to this year for a total of 9 draft 

choices. They stayed with the #5 pick and choose their 

highest rated receiver, Corey Davis. He addresses a 

pressing need area with little depth. Davis is a big fast 

receiver with run after the catch to be the #1 guy for QB 

Marcus Mariota. He is especially dangerous in the 

redzone. The Titans chose him over Mike Williams who 

went just two picks later to the Chargers. The Titans also 

held their own #1 pick with the 18th overall selection and chose corner/returner Adoree Jackson. He is expected to 

couple with new FA corner Logan Ryan to form a new cover tandem. Jackson is very quick with the suddenness to 

break on the ball and make big plays. He also gets beat deep too often and will have to improve his overall 

discipline in coverage. He is an incredible returner with impact in that role to give this offense consistently good field 

position.  

With two 3rd round picks, they selected wideout Taywan Taylor and TE Jonnu Smith. WR Taylor is smooth 

agile receiver with good body control and the speed to get deep. Effective in the red zone where his leaping ability 

allows him to win many jump ball situations. The makeup of a quality slot receiver and could surprise and win that 

role outright with a good preseason. TE Smith is a good movement player with H-back skills that fits this offense 

well. He has nice run after the catch ability to be a factor this season. Also, blocks fairly well with good leverage and 

the ability to finish. He must show he can catch the ball consistently. With their 5th round pick, they selected LB 

Jayon Brown, an active smallish back with instincts and production. He needs to find a niche here and has nicely 

developed coverage skills to compete for the nickel backer role. He is a sure tackler who runs well that probably 

earns him a core special teams’ coverage defender role.  

With their 6th round pick, they selected OL Corey Levin, who projects inside to guard as a pro. He grades 

out high at left tackle at the FCS level, but figures more suited to guard. He has the talent to win a roster spot, 

though needs to develop further with technique work to be ready for NFL linemen. Good long-term project. With 

three 7th round picks, they selected LB Jash Carrawy, OT Brad Seaton and RB Khalfani Muhammad. LB Carraway 

is a quick edge rusher who should press for time as a situational pass rusher. He gets a huge opportunity here with 

advancing age on the outside. He has starting postseason within time, though only with improved strength and 

additional moves. OT Seaton is a right tackle/guard who needs a solid camp to win a roster spot. He gets a nice 

chance here with only marginal depth on the unit and should get a long look either on the roster or PS for a few 

seasons. RB Muhammad is a small runner with good return and receiving skills that warrant a long look in those 

roles. He needs work on his blocking, though is a scrappy kid who was productive in the Pac 12 as a feature back. 

They late picks were decent value, though more PS type of prospects.                       Grade: B 

Rookie & Veteran Free Agency:  The Titans addressed their defense in FA and signed CB Logan Ryan, safety 

Johnathan Cyprien and NT Sylvester Williams. All are expected to start. CB Ryan replaces vet Jason McCourty and 

upgrades a problem area. S Cyprien is a hitter and replaces vet Rashad Johnson and hopes to solidify a revolving 

door in the secondary. They lost LB Sean Spence, DT Al Woods, OG Chance Warmack, WR Kendall Wright  and 

2017 Rookie Draft Class 

1 (5) Corey Davis, WR - Western Michigan 

1 (18) Adoree’ Jackson, CB - Southern Cal 

3 (72) Taywan Taylor, WR - Western Kentucky 

3 (100) Jonnu Smith, TE - FIU 

5 (155) Jayon Brown, LB - UCLA 

6 (217) Corey Levin, OG - Chattanooga 

7 (227) Josh Carraway, LB - TCU 

7 (236) Brad Seaton, OT - Villanova 

7 (241) Khalfani Muhammad, RB - California 
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OC Brian Schwenke. Titans signed an average group of rookie UDFAs in WR Bra’Lon Cherry, WR KeVonn Mabon, 

WR Giovanni Pascasio, QB Tyler Ferguson, RB Akeem Judd, OT Steven Moore, OT Jonah Pirsig, NT DeAngelo 

Brown, CB John Green, CB Jeremy Boykins, LB Denzel Johnson, DT Cameron Robbins, LB Johnny Ragin, CB 

Trevon Hartfield and PK Jordan Gay. Tackles Moore and Pirsig can make this squad where there is little depth on 

the line. DT Brown is wide body run stuffing defender who will compete in camp and with a good performance 

warrant either roster or PS time at a vital position on this front.    

Training Camp Objectives:  The Titans took a huge step last season with their first winning season in five years. 

They failed to make the playoffs despite winning four of their final five games. GM Jon Robinson has had strong draft 

classes and put them in position to challenge in the balanced AFC South. They have built around young talent 

especially QB Marcus Mariota had a huge 2016 performance. He benefits from tackles Jack Conklin and Taylor Lewan 

along with a strong tandem of RB in Derrick Henry and veteran DeMarco Murray. The ground game improved 

tremendously last year which helped Mariota. Young receiver Corey Davis is counted on to become the #1 guy here.  

The offense relies on two TE sets often which Mariota has utilized nicely with experience. The defense is not at playoff 

levels and must provide impact in this 3-4 scheme to win with any consistency. The veteran LB corps is a good unit 

though lacks a huge difference maker. The secondary made a few key changes that can only improve their porous 

pass defense. The Titans may still be at the early stages of rebuilding, though have a few key players like Mariota and 

offensive linemen in place. Rookie WR Davis could take them to the next level. The defense must answer key 

questions especially in pass defense and few turnovers. This club is rising quickly and dangerous especially in the 

AFC South where no team enters the season without some key deficiencies. Most of the growing pains appears to be 

over and this club is close to being ready to challenge the playoff teams.  

 

 

NFL Draft 2017 Selection Order - Seven Rounds  
       Pick / Team         Player /   Position /   School 

 

First Round  

  1 Cleveland - Myles Garrett DE Texas A&M 

  2 Chicago (San Fran) - Mitchell Trubisky QB North Carolina 

  3 San Francisco (Chicago) - Solomon Thomas DE Stanford 

  4 Jacksonville - Leonard Fournette RB LSU 

  5 Tennessee (LA Rams) - Corey Davis WR Western Michigan 

  6 NY Jets - Jamal Adams S LSU 

  7 LA Chargers - Mike Williams WR Clemson 

  8 Carolina - Christian McCaffrey RB Stanford 

  9 Cincinnati - John Ross WR Washington 

10 Kansas City (Buffalo) - Patrick Mahomes QB Texas Tech 

11 New Orleans - Marshon Lattimore CB Ohio St 

12 Houston (Phil thru Cleve) - Deshaun Watson QB Clemson 

13 Arizona - Haason Reddick LB Temple 

14 Philadelphia (Minnesota) - Derek Barnett DE Tennessee 

15 Indianapolis - Malik Hooker S Ohio St 

16 Baltimore - Marlon Humphrey CB Alabama 

17 Washington - Jonathan Allen DE Alabama 

18 Tennessee - Adoree Jackson CB Southern Cal 

19 Tampa Bay - OJ Howard TE Alabama 

20 Denver - Garett Bolles OT Utah 

21 Detroit - Jarrad Davis LB Florida 

22 Miami - Charles Harris DE Missouri 

23 NY Giants - Evan Engram TE Mississippi 

24 Oakland - Gareon Conley CB Ohio St 

25 Cleveland (Houston) - Jabrill Peppers S Michigan 

26 Atlanta (Seattle) - Takkarist McKinley DE/OLB  UCLA 

27 Buffalo (Kansas City) - Tre'Davious White CB LSU 

28 Dallas - Taco Charlton DE Michigan 

29 Cleveland (Green Bay) - David Njoku TE Miami (Fl) 

30 Pittsburgh - TJ Watt OLB Wisconsin 

31 San Francisco (Atlanta-Seattle) - Reuben Foster ILB Alabama 

32 New Orleans (New England) - Ryan Ramczyk OT Wisconsin 
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Second Round 

33 Green Bay (Cleve) Kevin King CB  Washington 

34 Jacksonville (San Fran-Seat) Cam Robinson OT Alabama 

35 Seattle (Jacksonville) Malik McDowell DT Michigan St 

36 Arizona (Chicago) Budda Baker FS Washington 

37 Buffalo (LA Rams) Zay Jones WR East Carolina 

38 LA Chargers Forrest Lamp OG Western Kentucky 

39 NY Jets Marcus Maye FS Florida 

40 Carolina Curtis Samuel WR Ohio St 

41 Minnesota (Cin) Dalvin Cook RB Florida St 

42 New Orleans Marcus Williams FS Utah 

43 Philadelphia Sidney Jones CB Washington 

44 LA Rams (Buffalo) Gerald Everett TE South Florida 

45 Chicago (Arizona) Adam Shaheen TE Ashland 

46 Indianapolis Quincy Wilson CB Florida 

47 Baltimore Tyus Bowser OLB Houston 

48 Cincinnati (Minn) Joe Mixon RB Oklahoma 

49 Washington Ryan Anderson OLB Alabama 

50 Tampa Bay Justin Evans FS Texas A&M 

51 Denver Demarcus Walker  DE Florida St 

52 Cleveland (Tenn) DeShone Kizer QB Notre Dame 

53 Detroit Teez Tabor CB Florida 

54 Miami Raekwon McMillan LB Ohio St 

55 NY Giants Dalvin Tomlinson DT Alabama 

56 Oakland Obi Melifonwu FS UConn 

57 Houston Zach Cunningham LB Vanderbilt 

58 Seattle Ethan Pocic C LSU 

59 Kansas City Tanoh Kpassagnon DE Villanova 

60 Dallas Chidobe Awuzie CB Colorado 

61 Green Bay Josh Jones FS North Carolina St 

62 Pittsburgh JuJu Smith-Schuster WR Southern Cal 

63 Buffalo (Atlanta) Dion Dawkins G/T Temple 

64 Carolina (New Eng) Taylor Moton G/T Western Michigan 

  

Third Round 

65 Cleveland Larry Ogunjobi DT Charlotte 

66 San Fran  Ahkello Witherspoon CB Colorado 

67 New Orleans (Chic-San Fran) Alvin Kamara  RB Tennessee 

68 Jacksonville Dawaune Smoot DE Illinois 

69 LA Rams Cooper Kupp WR Eastern Washington 

70 Minnesota (Jets) Pat Elflein C Ohio St 

71 LA Chargers Dan Feeney OG Indiana 

72 Tenn (Car-New Eng) Taywan Taylor   WR   Western Kentucky 

73 Cincinnati Jordan Willis DE Kansas St 

74 Baltimore (Phil) Chris Wormley DL Michigan 

75 Atlanta (Buffalo) Duke Riley LB LSU 

76 New Orleans Alex Anzalone LB Florida 

77 Carolina (Arizona) Daeshon Hall DE Texas A&M 

78 Baltimore Tim Williams  OLB Alabama 

79 NY Jets (Minn) ArDarius Stewart WR Alabama 

80 Indianapolis Tarell Basham DE Ohio 

81 Washington Fabian Moreau  CB UCLA 

82 Denver Carlos Henderson WR Louisiana Tech 

83 New England (Tenn) Derek Rivers  DE Youngstown St 

84 Tampa Bay Chris Godwin WR Penn St 

85 New England (Detroit) Antonio Garcia OT Troy 

86 Kansas City (Miami-Minn) Kareem Hunt RB  Toledo 

87 NY Giants Davis Webb  QB  California 

88 Oakland  Eddie Vanderdoes DT UCLA 

89 Houston D'Onta Foreman RB Texas 

90 Seattle Shaq Griffin CB Central Florida 
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  91 LA Rams (KC-Buff) John Johnson   FS Boston College 

  92 Dallas Jourdan Lewis CB Michigan 

  93 Green Bay Montravius Adams DT Auburn 

  94 Pittsburgh Cameron Sutton CB Tennessee 

  95 Seattle (Atlanta) Delano Hill FS Michigan 

  96 Detroit (New Eng) Kenny Golladay  WR Northern Illinois 

  97c Miami Cordrea Tankersley  CB Clemson 

  98c Arizona (Carolina) Chad Williams  WR Grambling St. 

  99c Philadelphia (Balt) Rasul Douglas  CB West Virginia 

100c Tennessee (LA Rams)  Jonnu Smith TE Florida International 

101c Denver Brendan Langley CB  Lamar 

102c Seattle Nazair Jones DT North Carolina 

103c New Orleans (Cleve-NE) Trey Hendrickson  DE Florida Atlantic 

104c San Francisco (Kansas City) CJ Beathard QB  Iowa 

105c Pittsburgh James Conner RB Pittsburgh 

106c Seattle Amara Darboh WR Michigan 

107c Tampa Bay (NY Jets) Kendell Beckwith    LB LSU 

 

Round 4 

108. Packers (Browns) - Vince Biegel, OLB, Wisconsin 

109. Vikings (49ers) - Jaleel Johnson, DT, Iowa 

110. Jaguars -Dede Westbrook, WR, Oklahoma 

111. Seahawks (49ers-Bears) - Tedric Thompson, S, Colorado 

112. Bears (Rams) - Eddie Jackson, S, Alabama 

113. Chargers - Rayshawn Jenkins, S, Miami (Fl.) 

114. Redskins (Jets) - Samaje Perine, RB, Oklahoma 

115. Cardinals (Panthers) - Dorian Johnson, G, Pitt 

116. Bengals - Carl Lawson, DE, Auburn 

117. Rams (Bears-Bills) - Josh Reynolds, WR, Texas A&M 

118. Eagles - Mack Hollins, WR, North Carolina 

119. Bears (Cardinals) - Tarik Cohen, RB, North Carolina A&T 

120. Vikings - Ben Gedeon, LB, Michigan 

121. 49ers (Colts) - Joe Williams, RB, Utah 

122. Ravens - Nico Siragusa, G, San Diego St 

123. Redskins - Montae Nicholson, S, Michigan St 

124. Lions (Patriots-Titans) - Jalen Reeves-Maybin, LB, Tennessee 

125. Rams (Jets-Bucs) - Samson Ebukam, LB, Eastern Washington 

126. Browns (Broncos) - Howard Wilson, CB, Houston 

127. Lions - Michael Roberts, TE, Toledo 

128. Bengals (Vikings-Dolphins) - Josh Malone, WR, Tennessee 

129. Raiders - David Sharpe, OT, Florida 

130. Texans - Julie'n Davenport, OT, Bucknell 

131. Patriots (Seahawks) - Deatrich Wise, DE, Arkansas 

132. Eagles (Vikings-Chiefs) - Donnel Pumphrey, RB, San Diego St 

133. Cowboys - Ryan Switzer, WR, North Carolina 

134. Packers - Jamaal Williams, RB, BYU 

135. Steelers - Joshua Dobbs, QB, Tennessee 

136. Falcons - Sean Harlow, G, Oregon St 

137. Colts (Patriots) - Zach Banner, OT, USC 

138. Bengals - Ryan Glasgow, DT, Michigan 

139. Chiefs (Vikings-Eagles-Browns) - Jehu Chesson, WR, Michigan 

140. Giants - Wayne Gallman, RB, Clemson 

141. Jets (Rams) - Chad Hansen, WR, California 

142. Texans (Browns) - Carlos Watkins, DT, Clemson 

143. Colts (49ers) - Marlon Mack, RB, South Florida 

144. Colts - Grover Stewart, DT, Albany St (Ga) 

 

Round 5 

145. Broncos (Browns) - Jake Butt, TE, Michigan 

146. 49ers - George Kittle, TE, Iowa 

147. Bears - Jordan Morgan, OT, Kutztown (Pa.) 
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148. Jaguars - Blair Brown, LB, Ohio 

149. Falcons (Bills-Rams) - Damontae Kazee, CB, San Diego St 

150. Jets - Jordan Leggett, TE, Clemson 

151. Chargers - Desmond King, CB, Iowa 

152. Panthers - Corn Elder, CB, Miami (Fl.) 

153. Bengals - Jake Elliott, PK, Memphis 

154. Redskins (Saints) - Jeremy Sprinkle, TE, Arkansas 

155. Titans (Eagles) - Jayon Brown, LB, UCLA 

156. Falcons (Bills) - Brian Hill, RB, Wyoming 

157. Cardinals - Will Holden, OT, Vanderbilt 

158. Colts - Nate Hairston, CB, Temple 

159. Ravens - Jermaine Eluemunor, G/OT, Texas A&M 

160. Browns (Jets-Vikings) - Roderick Johnson, OT, Florida St 

161. Colts (49ers-Redskins) - Anthony Walker Jr., LB, Northwestern 

162. Buccaneers - Jeremy McNichols, RB, Boise State 

163. Bills (Patriots-Broncos) - Matt Milano, LB, Boston College 

164. Dolphins (Eagles-Titans) - Isaac Asiata, G, Utah 

165. Lions - Jamal Agnew, CB, San Diego 

166. Eagles (Dolphins) - Shelton Gibson, WR, West Virginia 

167. Giants - Avery Moss, DE, Youngstown St 

168. Raiders - Marquel Lee, LB, Wake Forest 

169. Texans - Treston Decoud, CB, Oregon St 

170. Vikings (Chiefs) - Rodney Adams, WR, South Florida 

171. Bills (Cowboys) - Nathan Peterman, QB, Pitt 

172. Broncos (Packers) - Isaiah McKenzie, WR, Georgia 

173. Steelers - Brian Allen, CB, Utah 

174. Falcons - Eric Saubert, TE, Drake 

175. Packers (Broncos-Browns-Patriots) - DeAngelo Yancey, WR, Purdue 

176. Bengals - J.J. Dielman, C, Utah 

177. 49ers (Broncos) - Trent Taylor, WR, Louisiana Tech 

178. Dolphins - Davon Godchaux, DT, LSU 

179. Cardinals - T.J. Logan, RB, North Carolina 

180. Vikings (Chiefs) - Danny Isidora, G, Miami (Fl.) 

181. Jets (Browns) - Dylan Donahue, DE/LB, West Georgia 

182. Packers - Aaron Jones, RB, UTEP 

183. Chiefs (Patriots) - Ukeme Eligwe, LB, Georgia Southern 

184. Eagles (Dolphins) - Nathan Gerry, S/LB, Nebraska 

 

Round 6 

185. Browns - Caleb Brantley, DT, Florida 

186. Ravens (49ers) - Chuck Clark, S, Virginia Tech 

187. Seahawks (Jaguars) - Mike Tyson, S, Cincinnati 

188. Jets (Browns-Texans-Bears) - Elijah McGuire, RB, Louisiana-Laf 

189. Rams - Tanzel Smart, DT, Tulane 

190. Chargers - Sam Tevi, OT, Utah 

191. Cowboys (Jets) - Xavier Woods, S, Louisiana Tech 

192. Panthers - Alex Armah, DE, West Georgia 

193. Bengals - Jordan Evans, LB, Oklahoma 

194. Dolphins (Eagles) - Vincent Taylor, DT, Oklahoma St 

195. Bills - Tanner Valejo, LB, Boise St 

196. Saints - Al-Quadin Muhammad, DE, Miami (Fl.) 

197. Jets (Rams-Bears-Cardinals) - Jeremy Clark, CB, Michigan 

198. 49ers (Ravens) - D.T. Jones, DT, Ole Miss 

199. Redskins (Vikings) - Chase Roullier, C, Wyoming 

200. Giants (Titans-Patriots-Colts) - Adam Bisnowaty, OT, Pitt 

201. Vikings (Redskins) - Bucky Hodges, TE, Virginia Tech 

202. 49ers (Broncos) - Pita Taumoepena, OLB, Utah 

203. Broncos (Titans) - De'Angelo Henderson, RB, Coastal Carolina 

204. Jets (Buccaneers) - Derrick Jones, CB, Mississippi 

205. Lions - Jeremiah Ledbetter, DE, Arkansas 

206. Rams (Dolphins) - Sam Rogers, FB, Virginia Tech 
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207. Bengals (Titans-Giants) - Brandon Wilson, RB, Houston 

208. Cardinals (Raiders) - Johnathan Ford, S, Auburn 

209. Redskins (Texans) - Robert Davis, WR, Georgia St 

210. Seahawks - Justin Senior, OT, Mississippi St 

211. Patriots (Cowboys) - Conor McDermott, OT, UCLA 

212. Packers - Kofi Amichia, OT, South Florida 

213. Steelers - Colin Holba, LS, Louisville 

214. Eagles (Titans-Falcons) - Elijah Qualls, DT, Washington 

215. Lions (Patriots) - Brad Kaaya, QB, Miami (Fl.) 

216. Cowboys (Patriots-Chiefs) - Marques White, CB, Florida St 

217. Titans (Bengals) - Corey Levin, G, Chattanooga 

218. Chiefs - Leon McQuay, S, USC 

 

Round 7 

219. Vikings (49ers-Browns) - Stacy Coley, WR, Miami (Fl.) 

220. Vikings (Redskins-49ers) - Ifeadi Odenigbo, DE, Northwestern 

221. Raiders (Cardinals-Bears) - Shalom Luani, S, Washington St 

222. Jaguars - Jalen Myrick, CB, Minnesota 

223. Buccaneers (Dolphins-Rams) - Steve Tu'ikolovatu, DT, USC 

224. Browns (Jets) - Zane Gonzalez, PK, Arizona St 

225. Chargers - Isaac Rochell, DE, Notre Dame 

226. Seahawks (Panthers) - David Moore, WR, East Central (Ok) 

227. Titans (Bengals) - Josh Carraway, LB, TCU 

228. Cowboys (Bills) - Joey Ivie, DT, Florida 

229. 49ers (Saints) - Adrian Colbert, CB, Miami (Fl.) 

230. Redskins (Vikings-Eagles) - Josh Harvey-Clemons, S, Louisville 

231. Raiders (Cardinals) - Jylan Ware, OT, Alabama St 

232. Vikings - Elijah Lee, LB, Kansas St 

233. Panthers (Colts-Browns) - Harrison Butker, PK, Georgia Tech 

234. Rams (Ravens) - Ejuan Price, DE, Pitt 

235. Redskins - Joshua Holsey, CB, Auburn 

236. Titans - Brad Seaton, OT, Villanova 

237. Dolphins (Buccaneers) - Isaiah Ford, WR, Virginia Tech 

238. Packers (Broncos) - Devonte Mays, RB, Utah St 

239. Cowboys (Patriots-Lions) - Noah Brown, WR, Ohio St 

240. Jaguars (Dolphins) - Marquez Williams, FB, Miami (Oh) 

241. Titans (Giants) - Khalfani Muhammad, RB, California 

242. Raiders - Elijah Hood, RB, North Carolina 

243. Texans - Kyle Fuller, C, Baylor 

244. Raiders (Seahawks) - Treyvon Hester, DT, Toledo 

245. Vikings (Chiefs) - Jack Tocho, CB, North Carolina St 

246. Cowboys - Jordan Carrell, DE/DT, Colorado 

247. Packers - Malachi Dupre, WR, LSU 

248. Steelers - Keion Adams, DE/OLB, Western Michigan 

249. Seahawks (Falcons) - Christopher Carson, RB, Oklahoma St 

250. Lions (Patriots) - Pat O'Connor, DE, Eastern Michigan 

251. Bengals - Mason Schreck, TE, Buffalo 

252. Browns (Broncos) - Matthew Dayes, RB, North Carolina St 

253. Broncos - Chad Kelly, QB, Mississippi 
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